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Holland City News.
VOL. XL— NO.

HOLLAND,

8.

R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Mediclnes.Fancy Goods,Toilet Articles and Per'"martaa. River street.

31

HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.
OFFICE: VAN LANDEOEND'S BLOCK.

H.

ROGERS.

PMUKer.

WHOLE

1882.

Forth* Holland Oily New*:

An amusing
day

Dealer in Drugs, Medlcines, Paints, Ol)», etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Dim Bibo's Family Medicines ; Eighth St.

V

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

1,

NO.

528.

The frontispieceof the number presents

,

XTAN PUTTEN, W*.,

A WEEKLTIfiwBPAPER.

Editor and

_

IfBENGS, D.

Poland dity

WILLIAM

SATURDAY, APRIL

MICH.,

at the

incident occurredthe other

the strong, plain, and decidedly English

neighboringvillage of Allegan. face of Matthew Arnold, the original

While waiting, with several other gentle* being the portrait by the painter G. F.

Produce, Etc.

Apples, V bushel ................. $ 75 ft 1 00 men, in the depot for the train going Watts. This accompanies a biograpblcal*
Druggist A Pharmacist; a Beans, w bushel ............... 2 00ft 2 25
north, one person, a fellow traveler, on critical atudy, by Mr. Andrew Lang, of
ff f nil stock of goods appertaining to the bn>- Bnttcr, |Hb ...... .............
28
iaess.
Clover seed, V lb... ...............ft 4 50 bis way to Muskegon, had apparently In- Mr. Arnold’s poetry and essays— the
Eggs, $ doien .....................
14
fnraiturs.
Honey, fl lb ......................
13 dulged too freely Ih the cup that both purely literary feature of the number. Of
Bar, V ton .......................8 00 ft 10 00
cheers and inebriates, and had just reached the aerials:Mrs. Burnett makes a decided
E YER, H. A CO.. Dealers in all kinds of FurOnions, F bushels ................ ft 1 00
iVl niture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, Potatoes, |1 bushel ................
90 that stage when fs he said “he had had a advance with her novel, “Through One
Picture Framef, etc.: River street.
Timothy Seed, V bushel ..........
2 50
little too much, yet knew What he was Administration;”
the reader has a chance
Qmral Ssalsn,
Grela, Feed, Etc.
about.” He was, however, too talkative to correct some misapprehensions,Bertha

TITALSH HEBBR,

ft
ft
ft

.

ft

ft

T«rm* of Sabaoription:
$1.50 per year if paid inaduanee; $1,75 \f

yAN PUTTEN G„

Genera) Dealers, in Dry Wheat, white |1 bushel ............ ft 123 and boisterous to

be agreeable to others, goes to the Virginia mountains, and Mr»
1
and
as
an
expedient
to rid the rest of the Amory gives bis ideal of a woman lobbyist.
Lancaster
f)
bushel.
ft
1
27
paid at six months.
Corn, shelled V bushel ............
63
Instance”takes
Oats, V bushel ......................
45
50 travelsrs of his company, or keep him Mr. Howells’s
Eotsls.
Buckwheat, fl bushel ..............ft 80 quiet, it occurred to one of the employees bis
married couple to Boston,
. JOB PRINTING Promptly am
Neatly Eiecntel
HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers A Sons, Pro- Bran. 4 100 fi>s ....................ft 1 10
prietors.The only first-classHotel in the Feed, M tun ......................
ft 27 00 of the office in the adjoining room, to touches lightly on the foibles of young
city. Is located in the business center of the town,
w 100 B) .....................
ft 1 45 feign to call by telephone, to the Chief of
married people in general, and Introduces
and has one of the largestand best sample rooms Barley, V 100 lb ..................... ft 1 75
ft 1 40 Police, asking him to come at once to Bartley to Boston Journalism,which is to
One iquare of ten llnea, (nonpareil,)75 centa for in the State. Free bus in connection with the Ho- Middling, * 100 lb ...............
10-ly
Flour, ffbrl ..................... ft 6 50
Ant Insertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent tel. Holland,
Pearl Barley, fl 100 lb ...............ft 1 75 take charge of a rather disorderly person. figure largely in later parts of the novel.
nsertlon for any period under three mouthe.
OIKENIX HOTEL. E. P. Montiethproprietor. Rye W bush .....................
80
sooner, however, did the hilarious
illustrated papers cover a good
8 M.
6 k. 1 It.
Locatednear the Chi. A W. Mich. R. R. de- Corn Meal fl 100 lbs ..............ft 140
pot,
has
good
facilities
for
the
traveling
public,
and
Fine
Corn
Meal
6
KO
Bis
.........
ft
1
60
traveller
comprehend the situation,never deal of
third of Mrs.
1 Square ...... ........... 850 5 00 1 8 00
.................. 5 00
8 00 10 00 Us table is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommc*
questioning
hi*
identity
with
the
person
Mitchell's papera on sculptureii devoted
................ 8(00 10 00 17 60 dation of guests. Ou Ninth str., Holland, Mich.
H Column ................. KXOO 17 00 | 25 00
described, when he jumped up, ran to the to “The Age of Praxiteles,”“Tunis and
Wm. J. Scott, proprietor.
................. 17 00 25 00 1 40 00
door and took the track northward in ad- Ita Bey,” by Ernst von Hesse- Wartegg, Is a
This hotel Is located on the cor. of Ninth and
................. 25 00 40 00| 65 00
paid at three months, and $2.00 if

V

red Red,
“

Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps,
Flour, Provisions, etc. ; River st.

...

$

^

ft
ft

“Modern

young

pITY
V/

“

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

Mich.

ft

1

2 "
8 “

ground. The

1

1 "
"

gMititmal jjjogtl

QCOTT HOTEL.

O

Fish

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
‘

convenient to both depots. Terms,
day. Good accommodations can always
be reliedon. Holland,
|S-ly
sirs.,

Mich.

$1.(10 per

Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
Nnes, $2.00 per annum,

_

Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pubTJOONE H„ Livcrv and Sale Stable. Office
Hshed whttout charge for subscribers.
13 andbarnon Marketstreet.Everything first^a* All advertisingbills collectable quarterly. class.
An X before the Subscriber's name will denote
the expiration of the Suoscriptlon.
Two XX sig- TTAVERKATE, G. J., Livery and Boarding
nifies that no .paper will be continnedafter date.
11 stable.Fine rigs and good horses can alrpfJTQ DA DI?D maybefonodonflleatOeo.ways be relied on. On Fish street,near Scott's
83- tf
lillO rA.rJ'jftp. Rowell A Co s News Hotel.
.paper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce St.), where VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
advertising contracts may be made for it in NEW
IN Ninth street, near Market.
.

We

call the attention of ladies to the

advertisement in this paper of “Dr. Mar-

Catholicon." We have in

chisi’s Uterine

Livsrr sal Sals Statin.

.

YORK.

our posession indisputable evidence of its

recommend

worth, and we
try

nostrums in the following respects:1st.
It is

preparedby

It is not

nUTKAU,

8d.

•From Holland

m.

;9» 11 50

p.m.

8 05

10

» 10 40 12 20 ....Richmond...I 55

.12

00 12 15

l

205
.8

55 ..Gd. Junction..

a.

m.

a.

m.

735

5 00

7 20 4 45

2 15 5 45 3 55

25 12 50 1 10

2 00 5 15 3 85

230 .BentonHarbor.12

1 60 8 10

Exp.

....Holland ..... 3 25 8 00 5 15

JO 40 10 10 12,08 East Sangatuck

12

Nt’l

Mall.

lowsa.

m.

a.

Holland.

to

Nl’t MixMail.
iBxp. ed.

50 3 15 2 10

8;*0 2 45 ...Bt. Joseph...12 40

805

2 00

30 6 00 3.50 ..New Buffalo.. 11 40 1 00 11 55

7 80

••

•

900

5 50 ....Chicago .....

•

Borne of his friends, thinking the joke Roustan as Minister of the French
carried far enough, went out of doors and
called

him to return. He, thinking

the

police already after him, changed the walk

m. p. m.

ta.m.

9 10
a.

an

added Interest to the subject, which is

H. Bolton Jones and
and bid fair to reach Muskegon Frank C. Jones, who, as artists, have also
before we started. Our train, however, visited Tunis. “Some American Tiles,"
passed him before we reached Holland is the title of a paper, by ‘Frank D.
fully illustratedby

to a run

nnd he thinking every man on

the

platform Millet,descriptive of processes and result*
him- at the Chelsea (Mass.) Tile works. Mr.

a policeman, evidently congratulated

It is

many

New

Bedford.

47—

ly.

V

considerably sobered up.

in all kinds of meats and
vegetables;Meat Market on 8th street.

A Navy Worthy

AnnoyanceAvoided,

readable manner, of Mile. Ctradrtri, Miss

Sbireff, Fanny Ellsler, the Seguina,
Benedettl, Tadesco, Truffl, of whom

of our Steel.

there are portraits, and of others. The
Gray hairs are honorable but there
In an article entitled “Tunis and its
next paper will include Alboni and
premature appearance is annoying. Bey,” publishedin the Century for April,
Sontag.
Parker’s Hair Balsam prevents the an- we glean the following facts which we
Esaufaetoriii,KlUt,v8hopi, Its.
The remainder of the body articles are
noyance by promptly restoring the youth- think will bo of general interest:
light, and include a charming Aort story
[TEaLD, R. K., Manufacturerof andDealerln ful color.
“Before the French stepped in, minisLl Agricultural Implements; commissionagent
of New Mexico, “Nlnlla,” by Thcmiaa A.
for Mowing Machines a cor. 10th A River street.
ters of the regency were mere puppets,
Janvier, a writer who awakens large
Oh, What a Cough!
manipulated by Mustapha ben Ismail;
PAUEL3, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
expectations by the distinctliteraryflavor
Will
yon
heed
the
warning.
The
signal
perhaps
of Plugger MUU; (Steam Saw and Flour
of the *ure approachof that more terribledisease they possess no influence whatever, and
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
and wide range of method be displays;
Consumption.Ask yourselvesIf you can afford
YI7ILMS, P. U. Manufacturerof Wooden, and for the sake of saving 50 cents, to run the risk and had little to do; For instance, the Minis- “The Blessingsof Piracy," by Edward
VV Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor- do nothing for it. He know from experience ter of Marine, whose fixed residence is at
Eggleston, a satirical treatment of the
10th and River streets.
that Shiloh's Cure will cure jour cough. It never
falls. This explains why more than a million Goletta, had the assistance of two admir- question of international copyright; and
Hotarr Pnblloi.
bottleswere sold the past year. It relievesCroup, als and several captains in administering
and Whooping Cough, at once. Mothers do not be
CTEGENGA, A. P., Justice of the Peace and withoutit. For Lame Back, Side or Chest, nso the affairs of bis country’s nsvy. I found a paper on “Oddities of Southern Life,0
0 Notary Pobfic. Conveyancing done at short Shiloh's Porous Plaster. Sold by D. R. Meengs. a gravity and a business-like expression by Henry Watterson. The publication of
notice. Office at his residenceNew Holland,
Thomas Carlyle’s“Irish journal” will
9-ly
depicted on the countenances of these
Dyipepsia and Liver Complaint.
begin in the May Century.
H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8tii street.

V

1

Michigan.

it not worth the small price of 75 cents to high functionaries,that led me to suppose
yourself of every symptom of these distressOn Saturday night the Night express north runs OEST, R. B., Physician and Surgeon, can be ing complaints, if you think so. call at our store they were overwhelmedwith the onerous
found in his office, on River street,next door and get a bottleof hlloh’sVitallxer,every bott ie
earlier,leaving Chicago 5 15 p. m., arriving at
duties and heavy responsibilitiesof their
to D. R. Meengs. drug store, on Tuesdays,Thurs- has a printed guarantee oh it. nse accordingly and
.Holland 2:2J Sunday morning.
days. and Saturday*, and the balance of the week if it does yon no good it will cost you nothing. office. But, in fact, the entire navy of
Ae will treat the Eye and Ear at No. 182 Monroe Sold by D. R. Meengs.
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
Tunis consistsof two old abandoned passt., Grand Rapids,
6-ly
From Holland to
From Grd. Rapids
We have a speedy and positive care for Catarrh, senger steamers, that were purchased Irom
Qnnd
to Holland.
IT1 REMEHS, )(., Physician and Surgeon. ReaiDiphtheria, Canker mouth and Head Ache, in
denco on Ninth street, near the cor. of Mar- SHILOH’S
REMEDY. A nasal In- an Italian sleam ship line. Quo of these
: m. a.m. p.m.
a. m.
m. p.m.
ket
street.
Office
one
door
west
of
Van
Raalte’s
lector free with each bottle.U*e It If you desire
&20 •8 15 8 25 ....Holland..... 11 45 •9 10 HOW
men of-war has been aground for several
boot and sfioe store. Office hoars from 8 a. m. to health and sweet breath. Price 50 cis. Sold by D
50-ly
R. Meengs.
5 85 :8 40 3 35 ....Zeeland ..... 11 35 8 40 9 55 12 m., and from 6 p. m. to8 p.
years iu the harbor of Porto-Farins, and
p.

Re

public to the United States will give

\7ANDERHAAB,

From Chicago

Chicago.

drawn from personal
experience. The appointmentof M.

thought safe, popular account,

the train as fast as fie

17‘UITK.J.,Dealer

1882.

15,

all diseases,

vance of

so as to avoid suspicion.We smiled audibly.

recommendedand used
self on his narrow escape. By the time Richard Grant White's second paper on
physicians, one of
he
reached Muskegon, he was probably the “Opera In New York” treat*: in his
whom at least is well known to the people

13

IV
Taking Effect,Sunday Jan.

regular physician; 2d.

but only for a particular class, peculiar to

Wn. New Meat Market, near corner
Eighth and Fish Street. All kl
kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
of

OMcifo k Wilt Michigan Railway.

a

recommended for

in practice by

pit pAite.

the afflicted to

it. This remedy differs from quack

females;

Esat Xartsti.

a.

The

1

34

to

No

PfcjileUu.

m. p.m.

Is

free

13

’
Rapids.

Mich.

IV

CATARRH

m.

5 57 9 20 3 52

615 10
m.

».

Hudson vlke... 11 15 7 40 9 25

00 4 05 ....Grandville...11 80 7 10 9 05

420 ..Grand

6 85 10 30
a.

..

m.

Rapids.. 10 45 6 35 8 45

ra.

p.

a.

Accoucher.
Office at Dr. Scbonten’sdrug atore. Eighth

0

street.

Is

VI

ANTING, A.

G., Physician and Surgeon ;
GraafrchapVillage Allegancounty,

On Sunday morning the Night Expressloaves
Holland 2:30 and arrivesIn Grand Rapids 4 .it) a. m.

From

Mnskegon.
m. p.m ia. m.
45 30 8 25 11 45 ....Holland.
a.

.6

00

J_£IGGIN8,B. P.

m.

26-ly.

not neglect a Cough or Cold until it

arc sure

you

whom grave

ing in Switzerland with Mr. Appleton,
they had been extortionately treated at
Zurich by the landlord of the Raven.
Longfellow wrote upon the book of the
inn:

in the military

Beware of the Ravin of Zurich:
’TIs a bird of omen ill,
With an uglj, andean neat,
**

harbor of Goletta. There is a large naval

arsenal at Goletta, which containsa few
con- old iron anchors, a quantity of rotten
vinced of Its merits, Chronic Coughs, and
ropes, and three or four row-boats. Neverwill be

And a very, very long bill.”
Another incident of this humorous trait

is told by Mr. Appleton: “One summer
theless, thousands of francs were annually
warranted appropriatedfor naval purposes t Half of twenty years ago, when the Appletons
40-tf
this money, it is commonly believed, found were living in Lynn, the poet's son,

even Consumptives are cured by following

the leading Photographer.Gal-

the directions,every bottle

Vatchti tnd Jewelry.

to Hollanid.
[p.m. a.m. p.m.
... 8 25 10 45 t» 40

mud

poet Longfellow,with

without his humorous side. When travel-

too late, try Eilert’s Extract of Tar and

Wild Cherry, we

to give

Is

satisfaction.

Dr. Jnques* German

Worm

Cakes stand

liREYMAN.OlTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
13 dealer in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market unrivaled as a worm medicine. Give
and Eighth Street.

15 ...West Olive... 3 05 10 05

.... 12

from 10 to 12 a.

PhJtsgTsphar.

From Muskegot

Holland to

Do

40 ly.

*vl office at
m. a. m. p.m. Mich. Office hours

MUSKEGON BRANCH.

the other lies in the

QCHOUTEN, F. J., Physician and

The

earnestnesswas characteristic,*was not

them

a trial.

Sold by

all Druggists. 40-lf

way Into the pockets of the minister, Charles, who was very fond of sailing a
the admirals, and the captains. A part boat, and who bus since become a famous
its

was used in purchasing supplies, which, yachtmau, came in his boat one day to
as soon as they were brought into the make a call. The surf was high and the

arsenal, were sold by the officers, who boat was capsized, nnd he was thrown
in Rheumatism, Bruises, rarely received a penny of their salaries.— into the water. He was wet through,of
enurfe, and was compelled to make an
Burns, Scratches and many other ills in- Century for April.
,6 85 4 15 12 40 ..Grand Haven.. 2 40 9 10 8 40
I. 0. af 0. F.
entire change of clothing.Captain Nathan
cident to man aud beast. Sold by all
6 50 4 20 12 50 ...Ferrysburg... 2 30 9 0(» 8 35
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, IndepondcntOrder
40-tf
Mr. J. Q. A. Lawrence, of Trenton. N. Appleton, in place of shoes, loaned him a
of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd
.7 20 4 59 1 20 ... Muskegon... 2 06 8 1ft 8$0
Fellows Hall, Uolland,Mich., on Tuesday Evening
J., writes: “For several years my wife’s pair of slippers, which he wore home.
*w. p.m. p. m.
p. m. a. m. p.m.
of each week
When
horses
and
cattle are spiritless,
Visiting brothers arecordlallyinvited.
health was very poor. It began with a Btr. Longfellow, the poet, returned the
12

20 .. .Btuhklll

12

25

Uncle Sam’s Nerve and Bone Liniment

1...

to
Allegan.

jfl

is

45

„

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

From Holland
a.

m.

*10 45

From Allegan to

11 15

8 49

11 20

11 85

400

11 07

1

4 15

10 53

00

„

M. Haurinoton,

R. A. ScUOL’TEN, N. G.
R. B.

Holland.

3 25 ........ Holland ....... 11 45

F. A A. IL
A RcouLAnCoramnnication
of Uhitt Lodok,
No. 191.F. AA.M..wiIlbeheldat MasonicIIall
5 10 Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, April
28,at7l, clock, sharp.
4 55
H. C. Matrau. W.M.
D. L. Uoxo.See'v.

5

effleient

Druggists.

a.m. p. m.

p. ra.

most

45

4 15

scraggy and feeble they need treatment miscarriage; from which she never fully slippers a few days afterward, done up in
with Uncle Sam’s Condition Powder. It
recovered, and consequentlysuffered a neat package,with this little stanza:
purifiesthe blood, improves the appetite,
" bllppers that perhaps another,
many aches and pains. I was advised to

and Distempers,Invigorates give her Brown’s Iron Bitters. I did so.
the System and keep the Animal iu a
Her improvement began at once, and ibe
Healthy, Handsome Condition. Sold by says ‘she now feels like a young girl.’ "

cures Colds

all

Druggists.

40-tf

Balling o’er the Bay of Lynn.
A forlornor shipwreckednephew,
Seeing, may pnrloln again."

This was

a

happy paraphrase of

his

own

lines.
12 45

p.m.

440
p.

10 30

m.

a.m.

3 30
p.

m.

We

wish to

call

your

advertisementof the

alteution to the

Army and Navy

is

a.

sure cure. Bee advertisement.

Mb. R. Van Kampen has got

all the

necessary tools to move, raise or lower

Attoniyi.

most invaluableas a

diuretic, aperient

and blood purifier. Burdock Blood Bitters

buildings at short notice. He is also preembody all its good qualities. Price
TTOWARD. M. D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand
pared to build new dwellings, or repair
XJ. Notary Pnbllc; River street.
$1.00.
old ones, or do any kind of carpenter and
OBRIDK, 6 CARROLL, Attorneys at Law,
Lepplg’s Block, Grand Rapids, Michigan. joiner’s
18-ly.
How’s the Babj.
Bnrineoiin
----- Ottawa
-------e<* in Kent,
and Allegan Counties
will be promptly attended to.
“How’s the baby ?” “His croup is better

work.

M

The Army and Navy Liniment lakes

T>ARKS, W.

I

H. Attorney and Conncelor at
corner of River and Eighth atreets.

TJEACH W.

D

II. Commission Merchant, and

dealer in Grain, Floor and Pro'ince.Highest market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
atore cor. Eighth A r'leh streets, Holland, Mlch.l 7
Draft

ud

this

morning, thank

"International Review.” The reader
tinctly

warned

that the paper

at the start, by
is

is

a sub

dis-

title,

home, he

hfistily

mixed some

of the

is,

In brief,

a

raw

meal with water, and Ibe family ate it un-

written “trom a Russian cooked, knowing that no time

point of view." * It

was to be

detailed lost. They had barely satisfied their hunger

account of the revelationsof Jacob

before a constable came in

Brafmaun, several years ago, concerning the
the alleged systematic oppressions of Gen-

and

arrested

thief.

you. We gave him

past year in that region. A reply to

The

Society Bellei.
Xsdlelast.

provoke much discussion, is Mme. Rago

tiles,partly under cover of law, by the
Ir yon wish peaceful slumber at night,
Jews
of southwestern Russia. These In spite of cough or sore throat, take a dose
some of Thomas’ Eclectric Oil as you
splint or curb, and arrest their growth.
advised, doctor, and shall give him some oppressions (and not religionsintolerance) of Brown's Iron Bitters before going to
Cures colic, scratches and other deseases.
more in an hour or so.” Next day the are said by the writer to be the occasion bed. It is very soothing and refreshing.
Particulars call at
of the anti-Jewishuprisingsdaring the Try it
H. WALSH, Druggist. doctor pronounced the youngster cured.

Law, the soreness out of a spavin, ringbone,

Comaiiiion Xsrehast.

in the April

Century, and one which will doubtless

A poor laborer, near Wabash, Ind.,
whose wife and children had been two
zin’s “Russian Jews and Gentiles.” The days without food, went to a mill in the
writer is a Russian lady, now living ia neighborhood and asked credit for a small
New
York, and is the author of recently sack of corn meal. This was refused. He
virtues,” a nuisance, aud yet the root has
published
papers on the Nihilists in the grabbed the bag and ran. On arriving at
long been acknowledge by savants as
By the unthinking, Burdock has been

* Mixed traioa.
Lioimeut. If you are troubled with considered a weed, and its luxuriant
t Rons dally, all other trains dally except SunRheuinatiam or Neuralgia, Diptheria or growth, unpleasant smell, etc , has
day. All trains run by Chicago time.
Croup, call od H. Wulsh, and get a hot* rendered it, to those "not knowing iU

tie. It

A remarkable paper

Respited.

On account of

r\OESBURG,J. O., Dealerin Drngsand Medl* and
LF lines, Faints and Olla, Brushes.Ac. Phy-

harsh aspect of the autumnal grart Ragozin is in the

its remarkably delicate which betokeasthe shady side of life, U

lasting fragrance society belles are

clan's jrascriptionsiirefully
pot up: Eighths!. loud in their praises of Floreston

easily modified by the use of Ayer’s Hair

Cologne. Vigor.

Emma
a

Lazarus,

May

who

A tailor at Chicopee, Maas., puta the

number, has

accounts of his delinquent customers con-

in this

significaut paper.

Mme.

Century by Miss

“Wai

Beaconsfield a Representative

the Earl of spicuously in

Jew?

bis window,

“i'hese bills for sale.”

placarded

resentatives,net in

Washingtonfor

consulta-

tion over tbs varied propositionsto improve
water-routesin the West. Senator Allison
ijfollltttd
called to the chair Hon. J. 0. Dore, of Chicago,
whd demonstrated the fact that agricultural
prod acts comprise 82 per cent, of our exports. RepresentativeFrost, of St. Louis, fa, HOLLANDCITY. MICHIGAN.
vored the Hennepin canal; Senator Windon
nrged internal improvements, and Senator Logan pointed out the necessityof
the canal route from Rook Island to Chicago.
Speaker Keifer expressed pleasurein the interest taken in the transportationquestion.
Resolutionswere adopted that the lakes and
EAST.
the Upper Mississippi, united, would form the
The arrival of immigrant*at Castle most extensivewater ropte in the world and
Garden, New York, in one day last week, ag- that the demands of oommeroe required the
removal of all obstacles to their nniou.
gregated 2,366, a majority of whom are En-

<$itg

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW,
THE

glish or Scotch.... At Lawrence, Maw., the
Pacific mill* abut down last week. The lookout affects 5,300 persons .... Royal B. Oonant
when cashier of the Eliot National Bank of
Boston, embezzled 170,000, and was sentenced
to Dedham jail for seven years.
the
ground that his health has been undermined
oj two years’ confinement, President Arthur
has granted him a pardon.

Secretary Lincoln has discharged

Cadet Whittakerfrom the MilitaryAcademy,
on the recommendation of the board, because
of deficiency in his studios.

SecretaryHunt received a cable mes-

On

Ox a farm near Pittsburgh, D. T.
Lawson demonstrated his theory that boiler
explosions do not occur from low water, but
are caused by the bursting of water into steam
when a vacuum ia caused by opening the valve.
The test was made before Fehrenbatch, the
General SupervisingInspector, and the boiler

flew into fragmentsat
pounds.

a

pressure of 236

stretch the skin of his forehead over his entire
face, and tie the flesh on his legs in knots over
his knees.
.

George
member

E. Lane, of Exeter, N.f

H. a

of the Governor’s staff, Treasurer of

his county and Presidentof

.

sage from Lieut Harbor, the Jeannette search
expedition, announcing the arrival of himself
and Master Scheutze at Irkoutsk in good health.

GENERAL.
The Chilian officialpaper publishes
the protocol made

by Envoy Trescott Chili
make peace only on the cession of
Tarapaca in perpetuity, the occupationof Pern
as far as Moquequa until $20,000indemnity is

agmw

to

paid, and possession of half the guano islands

of Peru.

The india-rubberman is being exhibited to the physiciansof New York. Be can

Judge Force,

of Oincinnati,

has

de-

cided that lints against insurance companies

may be brought in any State whore

they

do

business,

Mr. Blaine, in an interview with a
Washingtonreporter,gave an emphatic expression of his views with regard to the present

a savings bank,

status of the Chili- Peru question. In his opin-

confesses the embezzlement of $45,000 and its
loss in stock speculation.
is in jail at

ion there has been a combination made between Chili and a syndicate of English capitalists for the purpose of crushing Peru. This is
shown by the fact that the Chinan Government

He

Portsmouth.....
John L. Bui li van announces
that be will fight no man with bare knuckles,
but in gloves is ready for any man lu the Onion,

has advertisedfor bids for the purchase of
million tons of Peruvian guano, the
Bose Err Inge, the actress, was grant- price to be paid in drafts on London. As
to Trescott, his instructions from the present
ed a decree of absolute divorce in the Supreme administrationare to remain perfectiy quiet,
Court of New York against her husband George and his presencewill in no way interfere with
H. Butler. . .In the Laurel mines, near Wilkes- the carrying out of the bargain. . .The Ameribarre, Pa., an explosion of gas killed five men. can Association of the Red Cross is about to
•end agents into the overflowed region of the
WEST.
Bunt b west, and makes an urgent appeal for
At the request of the Northern Pa- funds, which can be sent to the Secretary of the
Treasury or the Secretary of War.
cific management,Gen. Terry has ordered a
There were five executions in Penncompany of infantry to the headwaters of the
Little Missouri, to protect tio-c utters from the sylvania on Friday, March 24. Jack Never ling

a

for $5,000 a side.

.

.

THE

Tnitinn.

was swung off at Clearfield for killing Samuel
of Iowa, in a suit against Penuingtou ; Henry and Frank Rumberger
wore hanged at Harrisburg for the murder of
„ the American Union Telegraph Company for Darnel Trontman in November,1880 ; Edgar
> neglect in sending a message to make purchases
Frank Small was suspended at Pittsburgh for
killingNicholas Jacoby hi September last, and
on wheat contracts in Chicago,decided that, as
the laws of Illinois prohibitoption deals, the Jonathan Mayor, who participated in the murder of John and GretobenKuentzler in Deplaintiff cannot recover damages....The explosion in Ghebe's furniturestore at Ripon, cember, 1877, was executed at Middleburg.
Wia., was immediately followed by flames John C. McCarthy fell a victim to the hangwhich destroyedall the buildingson the north man's noose at Angelica, N. Y., for the murder
Of Patrick M&rkey in November last ; and Wm.
side of the public square, causing a loss of
$150,000. . .The elevator of Barnes A McGill, Hoilwagon paid the extreme penalty of the law
at Rock Island, III, for the slayingof Dora
. at Hawley, Minn., filled with wheat, was swept
Hoilwagon, his son's wife. ____ Reports are curaway by flames, the loss being $200,000.
rent in army circlesthat Maj. Geu. McDowell
The Wabash road reports for 1881 will be placed on the retired list on or before
gross earnings of $14,467,798,operatingexJune 1. It is thought that Brig. Gon. Pope
penses of $10,792,943, a deficiency for the year will be promoted and succeed Gen. McDowell
on the Pacific coast
of $2,472,038 in meeting all claims
. .The bill
The Dominion Government has deto restore capital punishmentm Wisconsin,
which passed the Senate, failed to pass its thira cided to increase the Northwest mounted poreadingin the House by a majority of 6.
lice force from 800 to 600 men. Fort Walsh,
The Minnesota Senate, sitting as a the present headquarters,will be abandoned,
court of impeachment,found Jndge E. St.
as being too near the frontier, and some point
Julian Cox guilty of drunkenness and conduct on the Canada Pacific road will probably be
selected . .The distressing condition of affairs
unbecominga Judge, after a trial lasting sevin the Southwest caused the abandonment of
eral weeks. The sentence is removal from
the protect to celebratethe anniversaryof La
office and disqualificationfor judicial office for
Sdle’s discovery of the month of the Missisthree years.
sippi
The Northern Pacific railroad officials

Judge Love,

.

.

.

.

have secured the written consentof the twentythree personsinjured by the recent bridge accident to a settlement with the company on the
following basis : The company to pay all expenses of sickness, restoreclothing, etc,, and
give them a position on the road as soon as
they recover.... An incendiair tire in W. P.
Bonthworth’sgrocery at Clevelandburned the
buildings Not. 114 to 118 Ontariostreet.
A loss of

$267,000 was sustained by Houthworth,J.
Kr&uss A Co., H. M. Brown and Chandler A
Rndd.....TheIndian chief Crow Dog, who
killed Spotted Tail, has been found guilty by a
jury at Dead Wood, and sentencedto death.

Near Tombstone,Arizona, a desperate fight took place between six men of the
Earp party and nine cowboys, headed by the
notorious “ Curley BUI,” who killed Marshal
White, of Tombstone.The cowboys ambushed
the Earps and poured a deadly fire into them,
wounding one man and killing a horse. The
Earps returnedthe fire, and then charged upon
the cowboys, who ran, leaving Curley BUI dead
upon the field.

THE SOUTH.
Rev. Paul Bagley was greeted with
a shower of eggs at Clarksville, Ark., whose
citizens felt indignantat refieotions cast upon
the town in his letters to a newspaper ____ A
Mormon elder has left Chattanoogafor Halt
Lake City, with 175 converts from Southern
States.

A very

deetruotiveconflagration oc

was recommitted. Mr. Byrne introduceda resolution requestingthe Presidentto secure an
additional treaty with Great Britain for the exMr. Pendleton,of Ohio, Introduced In the
tradition of inch fugitive criminals as
Senate, on March 21, a joint resolution providare not subject to the present treaty.
ing that all Postmasters,United States Mar- Mr. Phelps introduced a bill for a Department of Industry. Mr. Thomas asked an
shals and District Attorneys, the Olerlu of all
appropriationof $6,868,000 for the improvecourts inferior to the Supreme Court, and all
other civil officers of the United States ex- ment bf the Mississippi Mr. Harris put forercising executive or ministerial powers ward a measure for an Assistant Secretary of
within any State or Territory shall be elect- the Navy. Mr. Cox introdnoed a bill to repeal
ed by the people within their districts. the iron-dad oath. The Secretary of the InteMr. Hale offered a protestagainut the admis- rior sent in estimates of $65,880,480for Mexican-war pensions, and of $28,201,632for sursion of Dakota until her record is purged of the
charge of repudiation in Yankton county. Yivors of Indian campaigns prior to 1846.
Amendments to the Life-Saving bill were
adopted by which a pensionroll is createdfor
ADDITIONAL NEWS.
disabled surfmen. The, Military Academv Appropriation was passed, as were also bills to
John Land, who was indicted for paroriage the Mississippibetween Minnesota
ticipating in the robbery of the Alton train at
and Wisconsin, to abolish the reservation
at Fort Abercrombie, and for the sale of the Bine cut, Mo., has made a fnll oonfeaaion,by
Otoe and Missouri reservations.Mr. Frye in- which it appears that Jesse James and hi8
troduced a bill to incorporate a corapamr to
partnersrode away with tho spoils, .leaving the
build a railway between New York and Washcountry lads nothing for their efforts.
An ex*
ington. The capital is to be $}0, 009,000, and plosion across the bay from San Francisco ocex-Senators Gordon, Wallace and Oreewell are curred in the granulating-houseof the Vulcan
among the promoters.The time of transit ia to Powder Company, where tbe manufacture of
be six and one-halfhours, and the fare $5. The
block blasting powder was in progress. Fire
House adopted a resolution to make the Geneva broke out in & room, communicating almost inAward bill the special order for Apnl 11. Mr. stantly to tbe powder, only a small quantity of
Gibson submitteda telegramfrom New Orleans, which was in tho building.Tne blast
of flame, however, rushed across the
stating that the supplied distributed by the War
Departmentare exhausted. The House had passage separating tho granulatingfrom the
drying-house. In the latter about three tons
another long debate on the Chinese bill
The Senate at its session on the 22d, amended of powder were stored, which at once exploded.
The drv-housewas blown to pieces, killing or
the diplomaticappropriationto providethat all
wounding all tbe men at work there. Tbe
Consular agencies with their compensation be death roil comprises five white men and six
hereafter enumeratedin the estimatesof the Chinamen.... The annual report of tho Fire
Secretary of State, when the bill passed. The
Department of Chicago places the aggregate
Senate in executive session conflrmod^muel loss by tiro for the year at $921,495. The exWatch fora as Associate Justice of the penses’ of the department were $568,760.87.
Supreme Court, A. L. Morrison,of Chicago, There were 895 fires, and the average loss was
was nominated as Marshal for New Mexico. $673 per fire.
The House adopted a resolution calling on the
Seven Cardinals were created at Rome
Secretaryof War for informationas to what
last
week, among those promoted being Archfurther relief is necessary for the Mississippi
sufferers. The Chinese bill was taken up bishop McCabe, of Dublin ____ By tho wreck of
and debated. Mr. Washburn,of Min- the steamer Pelton in tho British channel
nesota, made the point that it was the
eighteen persons were drowned ...... The
duty of the Government to prevent Czar of Russia is to be crowned after the closthe degradation of labor, and Randolph ing of the national fair at Moscow in May ---Tucker, of Virginia, replied to the talk about
A large number of Americans gathered in Lonendangering our trade with China, by showing
don, and passed resolutionsurging Minister
that the total commerce between the two
Lowell to ask a reprieve for Dr. Lamson, on
countrieslast year did not amount to $30,tbe ground of insanity. .. .Dispatches from
000,000, and had fallen off 33 per cent since
the adoption of the present treaty. Mr. Ireland report a case iu which a disguised baud
cut off the uose of a man because, in tho poorMe Lane, of Maryland,former Ministerto
law contest, he canvassedin oppositionto the
Chins, made a powerful argument in support
Laud Leaguers.The residence of the agent
of the bill Mr. Kasson, of Iowa, expressed
of Lord Cloubrock, county Galway, was
great fears lest the sensibilitiesof the Chinase
wrecked by dynamite. Clonbrock is Deputy
Government should be wounded.
Lord Lieutenantof tho county, and Deposed
Mr. Platt made a favorable report to the
Gladstone. On the same night & metal shell
Senate,on the 23d, on a bill tor the registration- wrecked tho house of Mr. Lucas, a wealthy
of trade-marks. Mr. George reported an farmer in Dnnmary. No one hurt

PORTT-SETENTHCONGRESS.

.

original bill to make the AgriculturalD epartment an executive one. A bill was introduced
for the admissionof the State of Washington.
The Secretaryof War was directedto transmit
full informationas to relief furnished to or

by the

Mississippi sufferers. A
resolution for
reciprocity treaty with
Mexico was referred. Mr. Mahono reported
a bill to preventthe spread of contagiousdiseases among domestic animals. Mr. Dawes
reported the Indian Appropriationbill, with
several amendments. In executive session, A.
L. Morrison, of Chicago, was confirmed as
Marshal of New Mexico. The President sent
in the followingnominations : John H. Smyth,
of North Carolina, MinisterResident and Consul General of the United States to Liberia ;
Emery P. Beanchamp, of Indiana, United States
Consul at St Gall; James W. Wilson,of Missouri, United States Consul at Three Rivers,
Quebec. The House resumed debate on the
Chinese bill, nearly all who chose having an
opportunity to air their views. Mr. Page
brought the debate to a dose, and stated
that he knew two railroad companies Pad
united to defeat the measure. Mr. Hasson’s amendment to reduce to ten years
the period of suspension of immigration was
defeated by 100 to 131. Mr. Buttor worth’s
amendment for a fifteen-year limit was lost
The bill then passed the House exactly as it
came from the Senate by 177 yeas to 65 nays,
more than two-thirds. The vote in the Senate
was 29 to 15, or one less than two-thirds.
The Honse bill to bridge the Missouri at

needed

a

curred at Richmond, Va.. resulting in the loss
of propertyworth between $500,000 and $600,-

000. The fire had its origin in the southern
end of the Richmond and Petersburgrailroad
bridge, which served as a conductor of the
flames, beside being itself burned. A strong
gale was blowing at the time, and the fire was
for that reason unmanageable. After
burning
large four-story tobacco
factory
flames with wonderful
•peed enveloped and destroyed severalother
tobaccofactories and ste turneries, the Vulcan
Iron Works, a grtstmUl, twenty tenements occupied by poor people, 800 feet of railroad
trestle-work, many freight can and small buildings and quantities of coal and lumber.

a

the

.

in a

Csdet Whittaker was disposedof, by adopting
the recommendation of the Academic Board of

West Point, that he be dismissed for being dein hu studies. It is not decided who
cu* his ran. . ..The Ways and Means Committee at Washington has instructed the subcommittee to report a bUl abolishing nearly all
internal revenue taxes except those on liquors,
manufactured tobacco and bank circulation.
ficient

helm, near Philadelphia;Mike Goodin, Esq«
Belmont Park, Pa.; Calvin M. Priest, formerly in
charge of Mr.Robort Bonner's stock,New York;
snd thousands of others throughoutthe country,
who could be named, are on the list of unnuauendorsers of tho efficacyof St. Jacobs Oil*

—

wort In (hr C. 8. for tho
ty.
ENTF.UI'UISF. CA KBI AIIR CO., Od'U,
TerritoryUlrao. UUlocarFMK.

"
BUGGIES.’

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURE!

I

possible.”

Judge Advocate General Swaim
made

a report last week, iu which be over-ruled

tbe action of the court -martialthat convicted

Mason. He

Sergeant

takes tbe ground that

Mason is illegallyconfined in the penitentiary,
because the proceedingsof the court-martial
were irregular snd not strictly hi accordance
with the law.
.The Foreign Affars Committee
of the House has agreed to a resolution directing tho State Department to moist on the
speedy trial of Daniel McHwecny and other
naturalized Americans arrested by the British
Government.
.

The Best Field

.
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25

Good

to Cht'ice

Spring Ex. 6 25 (4 6 75

Skobelcffmade to the Servian students Brown, of Tennessee,representing the south- Wheat -No. 2 Spring .............1 36 (4 1 86
ern railroads, and of Chaunoey M. Depew, of
No. 3 Spring ..............1 07 M 1 11
is not the only assault he has made upon GerVanderbilt’s staff, in opposition to the Reagan Cokn-No.2 ....................... 62 (4 66
many. The Berlin correspondent of the Lon- bill. The latter claimed that the real foos to Oath-No. ......................
41 (4 44
don Standard report* him as speaking to some the productiveand consuming classes were the Rye-No. ........................ 82
86
Russian officers in Warsaw, at which time he peculators in food ; that the interstate com- Bablky— No. ..................... 1 01 $ 1 02
40
said: “The beet of Russians is our Czar. r/eroe act would place the carryingbusiness of Buttzk— Choice Creamery, w.......36
Eoos— Fresh ...................... 14
15
Yon. and indeed all Europe, know what we the West in the power of a Canadian railway
Point— Mcm .......................
17 00 (417 25
think on the great Slav question. If, never- system, and that any evils might bo reme- Labd ............................
10tf$ 10*
theless, yon find me here at our Czar’s comMILWAUKEE.
diod by the creation of a national advisory
mand, you see in it a fresh humiliationon the commission.
Wheat-No.. .....................
1 27 $ 1 28
Cobn-No.2 ....................... 65 (4 66
part of that man who by ‘blood and iron’
A resolution was adopted by the Senate, at its Oai*— No. 2 ........................42
43
founded an empire which can only be destroyed
86
session on the 27th nit, instructing the Com- Rte— No. ........................ M
by the blood and iron ’ of Russia.”
Babley-No. .................... 90
91
nqjtee on the Revision of the Laws to report PoHK-Mew .............
16
75
(*17
UO
Brennan, late Secretary of the Land
2

$
$
$

2

2

2

$
$
$

1

‘

Printer; Irwin A. Treland to be Marshal of
The Porte after much delay has grant- the Eastern District of Utah, and Miss Virginia
C. Tuompson to be Postmistress
of Louisville.
ed permissionto a Russian transport with con- In tbe House Mr. Haskell presented a bill auvicts and troops for Siberiato pass through thorizing the Department of Justice to andit
Bosphorus,on the condition that the permis- claims of the medical experts in tne Guitcan
sion be consideredunique and never be cited as trial at not over $25 for each day of actual ata precedent. . .In a gale off Havre, while a life- tendance.Mr. Williamsoffereda resolution,
boat was attemptingthe rescue of a shipwrecked which was adopted,reoneatingthe Presidentto
protocol for
crew, mnetoen persons were drowned.... inform tbe House whether
lic

.

a

The American horses in England have began
the season well, Wallensteinwinning the Lincolnshire enp, an important event. . .The Levant Herald, an English dally newspaperat
Constantinople,
has been suppressed.

Labd ..............................
• 10)4$
8T. LOUIS.
Wheat-No. 2 Red ................. 1 31 $ 1
COBN-Mixed ...................... 67
Oat*— No. 2 ..................
v.... 46
Rye ...............................82
Pork— Mesa ......................17 00 $17
Labd ..............................10tf$

$
$
$

CINCINNATI.

10*
32
68
48
85
25

10*

^

Wheat ............................
1 85 $ 1
Cobn ............................. 71
Oath ...............................
• 61
Rte ................................
90
Pobk — Mess .......................
17 75 $18
Laud .................. ............10}$$

$
$
$

36
72
52
91
00

10*

TOLEDO.
Wheat— No.

................1 34
Cobh ..............................70
Oats ...............................45
2 Red.

«

$
$

1 35
71
46

DETROIT.
peace in South America had been signed Floub— Choice ....................
6 25 $
by Envoy Trescott The Postoffice Appropria- Wheat-No. 1 White ............... 1 81 $
tion bill was referred to the committee of tho CoBN-Mixed ...................... 68
whole. Mr. Kmg offered a resolution for a OATs-Mixed ...................... 48

9 00
1 32
70
49
Babley (percental) ................
2 00 $ 2 20
PoBK-MeM ........................ 17 50 $18 00

$
$

committee of five Senators and ten Representatives to proceed to the overflowedsection of
INDIANAPOLIS.
tho Mississippi and report what measures are Wheat-No. 2 Rad ................. 1 32 $
White
wine
ib said to be more injuribenefit of Louisianaflood sufferers, 200,000 at
necessaryto prevent a recurrence of the floods. Cobh— No. 2 ....................... 68
Memphis for Mississippi,50,000 at Helena for oos tp the system than red, the latter Mr. Caswell introduced a bill for the issue Oats ...............................48
, EAST LIBERTY,
PA.
Arkansas,and 10,000 each at Charleston,New containingtannin, which being an as- of $25,000,000 in fractionalcurrencyin
CATTLB-Best ......................
5 60 $
Madrid and Gayoso, for Arkansas.
bill
tringent, closes the pores of the stomach exchange for legal tenders.
Fair ..................... *4 00 $
incorporate the Garfield memorial
Common ................. 8 SO $
Two hundred gentlemen, among and prevents the alcohol frou ti vice to
hospital gave rise to considerabledebate over Hoos .............................
6 60 $
them five Senators and a large number of Rep- reaching the brain.
IMBEE .............................
4 25 $
the liability assumed by the Government, and
J,

not failed to include a very serious modification
of the old methods of treatment, doing away, in
many cases, with the inhuman nnd reallyRavage
plan* pursuedIn the eradication of even simple
dbordersand ailments, and substitutingrational
measuresof relief instead. A prominent Ihctor
of this reform, and one indorsed by owners,
breeders,fnrmersandatockmen the country over,
is 8t. Jacobs Oil, recognizedby all who have
used it us an exceptionally good remedy for the
ailments of the horse and stock generally, meeting more indications for its use and effectingfar
better results than any article of a curative or
remedial nntureeverintroduced.Such breeders
and horsemen as Aristides Welch, Esq.,of Erden*

been made between Washington and New York,
Washington and Cincinnatiand other distant
points, in the presence of Patent-Officeand other
electricalexperts, which demonstrated that this
invention accompli* be« that which has been
heretoforeclaimed by electricians to be im-

Q

.

A Washingtontelegram of March 23
•ays: The Secretary of War has ordered 80 000 rations to be issued at New Orleans for the

have been the intelligentcare and conslc
bestowed noon the animal in his every relation
—in a word, upon the breeding. And this hu

lines,which it is claimed will revolutionize tho
present method of receiving signals by a relay
sounder and local battery. Aside from tbe important factor of economy, this invention is admitted to be entirelyouU-ide of the scope of the
celebratedPage patent, which practicallycontrols the whole field of telegraphy. Tests have

A

terest of popular intelligence.

dying condition.

I

sounder,an instrument to be used on telegraph

.

what legislationis needed to define the phrase

At the Gabinet meeting the ease ot

desired to strive for. But now a 2:40 animal Is
esteemeda fair roadster,and fine animals only
deserve the name when theycan shade the flnt
qnartarofthethird minute. There have been immense rtrideeforward in the right developmentof
horseflesh in the civilizedcountries of the world,
as shown by tbe time-records of the racers and

EMIGRANTS.

AN IMMENSE AREA OP RAlLROAft
Nichols’ boarding-houseat West AnAND GOTBKNMENT LANDS, OP O&EAV
sonia, Ct, was burned, tho inmates escaping FERTILITY. WITHIN EASY REACH OP
Aaron Rock was passed by the Senate on March with difficulty in their night-clothes.Mrs. PERMANENT MARKET, AT EXTRBMR.
ticket Horace A. Kimball was selected for 24. The Life-Saving-Service
bill was amended
Nichols jumped form the second-storywindow LY LOW PRICKS, Is mw •ffhredfar sals la
Governor and J. G. Perry for LieutenantGov- to provide for five stations on the Florida and received a serious concussion. Mr. Nichols EASTERN OREGON and EASTERN WASH.
ernor.
coast and to permit the Secretary of the had his hair and whiskers badly singed. Two 1NGTON TERRITORY.
James Low, a bitter anti-Conkling Treasury to fix pay on the basis of service ren- boarder*, who occupied a room ou the third
floor, where burned to a cri-p.
member of the New York Legislature, has been dered. when the measure passed. Mr. Sawyer
presented a memorial from the MilwauThe new Republican Congressional
nominated by President Arthur to the Consu- kee Chamber of Commerce against the
Committee met at Washington and organized
late at Clifton, Ont....TheSenate of Now renewal of patents for steam grain-shovels,
GRAIN AT PORTLAND. OREGON, COMfor the campaign by tbe electibn of a Cuairman
Jersey has passed over the Governor’s veto a and resolutionsof the WisconsinLegislaMANDS A PRICE EQUAL TO THAT OB.
ture for throwingopen to commerce the and the appointmentof an Executive Com- PAINED IN CHICAGO.
bill giving up the ownership and control of
the water-front of Jersey Ciiy to the Pennsyl- Sturgeon bay ship-canal. Mr. Morrill reported mittee. RepresentativeHubbell,of Michigan,
Th* emrly oompltH*n of tho NorthernPwadverselyon Mr. Vest's bill to prohibit the is- was selected Chairman, ' and tho Executive oifie R. It. is note assurrd, and gnarantsm
vania railroad.
sue of notes by banks hereafter organized or
Committee was enlarged to tifteeumembers.
to settlors cheap and quick transportation
FOREIGN.
reconstructed. Mr. Kellogg reported a bill apand' food
aood markets both Esut
East and
and frost The
»<i»f
_ of
.
this note overland lino to the
NO patent required to catch the rheum- oneni
At Dublin a cannister of gunpowder propriating$5,000,000 for the improvement of
Pacific, together with the constructionef the
the Mississippi, and $1,000,000 for similar work atism. A cold and inattentionto it, and you
was thrown into a house where several detecton the Misson'rl Mr. Miller made a speech on have it— the rheumatism.We cure ours network of 700 miles ef railroad by the O.E.
d N. Co. in the valley t of the great Cetumhim
ives lived. Property was badly damaged, but The tariff-Commission
bill. Mr. Williamsintrowith St. Jacobs Oil.— C/ucapo Inter Ocean. and its principal tributaries, renders eerioim
no one hurt. .A fire near Northampton, Eng., duced a bill to incorporate the Cheroa rapid increase in the value of (A« lands
destroyedtwenty-five houses and rendered 100 kee Central Railroad and Telegraph
now open to purchase and pre-emption
THE MARKETS.
bill was passed to
persons homeless. Another at Emod, Hunga- Company.
Thors is every indication of an enormous J
create two new land districtsin Nebraska.In
utovementef populaPxmto the CelumbiaA
ry, destroyed350 bouses and caused the loss of
NEW
YORK.
River region in the immediate/Wfwra f
nine lives.... The Prussian Economic Council the Honse Mr. Robinson asked action on the
Bxxvra ...........................
$10 60 »J3 00
LANDS SHOW an ATERAGB YIELD of
has rejected the tobacco-monopoly bill, and resolution respecting the imprisonment of Hoos ..............................
7 20 « 7 40
adopted a resolution in favor of increasing the American citizens in Great Britain, and threat- Cotton ............................12
12)4 40 BUSHELS OF WHEAT PEB ACRE.
ened
to
move
the
impeachment
of
Minister
Na Pallors of Craps avar kaawa.
tobacco tax.
Floi'B— Superfine.................3 80 (U4 60
Lowell. A bill was reported appropriating
RAILROAD LANDS aflered at the oolfarm
2 Spring ..............1 26 (» 1 28
Berlin was decoratedand thanks- $6,863,000 for the improvementef the Missis- WHKAT-No.
vmta ef f»,bO ma here.
No. 2 Red ................. 1 42 (g 1 43
72
78
giving services held In honor of the Emperor’s sippi river. In committee of the whole on the Cobh— I’ugraded ..................
Oats— Mixed Western .............. 60
«>
CLIMATE MILD AND HEALTHY.
eighty-sixth birthday. In reply to an address private calendar the claim of the captors of the PoBK-Me*a .......................
16 60 «17 75
ram Albemarle was discussed for two hours and
Far
pampklat and maps, daserlpttva af
Labd
..............................
10X®
11
the octogenarianruler remarked that each new
In at a, raqta af
•aootry. Its resaarces. elh
perfected, and when the committee rose the bill
CHICAGO.
period of life reminded him that the Almk-hty
rnatlan, addraas
naval,
rates and foil Infora
was passe d.
But eh Choice Graded 8t»era ..... 6
7 50
chose His instruments ____ Eight hundred Jews
Cow* and Heifer*. ........3 65 (a 5 01)
A. L. STOKES, •
Neither house of Congress was in session
were expelled from Moscow for not having
Medium to Fair ..........6 90 (<i 6 20
Gam’l Eaatara Pasa’r Agent,
on March 25. The House Commerce oommit- Hoos ..............................
passports.
625 $76%
49 Clark Au, Cklcaf a, 1IL
The speech which the hot-headed tee listenedto the argumentsof ex-Gov. FLOUB-FtncyWhite Winter Ex... 6 75 $ 7 00
POLITICAL.

Rhode Island Democrats, in convention at Providence,nominated a full State

that League, has been removed from Kilmainham
“ Indian country.'’A bill was passed to grant
SenatorBen Hill has improved so rapidly that jail to Kilkenny, Quinn, Assistant Secretary pensions to the widows of PresidentsGarfield,
he hopes soon to ride out His physicians of the Land League, is removed to Annigh. Tyler and Polk. The AgriculturalAppropria____ The National Assembly of France has
tion bill was reported back, with amendthink the cancer has been entirely removed.
There is no trnth whatever in the report tel- passed the Educationbill which has been pend- ments. The President nominated Stering for some time. It is a measure in the in- ling P. Rounds, of Chicago, to be Pubegraphed from Washington that the Georgia
Senatorwas

Man's best friend. But a few yean back we can
ill remember th6 comparativelylittle attention
paid to this most indispensable of animal*. We
ay comparativelylittle attention,for the hone
was as well groomed, and certainlyas well fed, as

patent has Just been granted fora main- line

2

WASHINGTON.
A Washington telegram says

i
From time Immemorial the hone has been

.

It is announced from Washington that

“a

v

-

.

Time Testers and Burden Bearers.
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dafe, across the Swiss frontier into Italy,
where they take refuge iu some empty

—

I

HOLLAND

f

CITY.

^

MICHIGAN.

MICHIGAN NEWS*

with which they elude the Custom
House officials lying in wait for them.

Health la ITlIchigan.
Report® to the State Board of Health,
Lansing, [by fifty-two observers of

18, 1882, as follows

:

Number and Per

of Ob*ert~
eri oj/ Whom

Cent,

DutnMK in

Orrtv" of Grtatttt Each Di*ea»eWat
Area ^Prevalence.
Reported.

Nwnber.\PerCent.
NeurmlgU ................. .
Bronchitis....
.............
.

Intermittontfaver..........
Oonsunii>Uon, of luuga....
HheumutlBm...............
Influenza .................
I'onilliUa ..................
Pneumonia ................
'Remittentfever ............
Diarrhea...................
Diphtheria. ................
Typho-malarial fever.......
Scarlet fever ...............
Bryaipelaa .................
Tvphold fever .............
Whooping-cough...........
Meaalea ....................
InflammaUonof bowela....
Puerperal fever ............
Mumps ...................
Dysentery .................
Membranous croup .........
Pharyngitis................
Spasmodiccroup ..........
Cerebro-spinal meningitis.
Cholera morbus. ........ •..

State Legislature, at

grass on
4,957
3,701
5,246

Monroe ......... ....... V7B
Lenawee ......... ....... 6,151
Hillsdale ........
.....

........

Total

333
335
402

1,961
-

1,364

15,855

2,324

3,743
1,196
3,143

1,810

THIRD.
Jackwm ......... ....... 4,4X6
Branch. ..........
....... t til
Calbou* .........
Raton...., .......
Barn' ..................
—
Total .......

-

-1,030

<m

11,783

----

....... 2i,

1,626

844
809

2,6X1

2,129

—

-

—

7,218

VOUBTH.
Kalamazoo ......
St. Joseph ...... .......3,144
.......V69
Cana .............

Van Buren

......

550

3,044

2.102
2,180
3,536
2,004

Berrien .........

Beside those tabulatedabove, the following-named diseases were reported
each by one regular observer: Inflammation of brain, cholera infan turn, smallpox, diabetes, paralysis, congestive
chill, pleurisy,spinal meningitis,per-

.......4,131

1,231
415

540
1,062

M.H66

3,798

FIFTH.
................. 4,693
Ottawa ................. 3, '2X4
Allegan

Ionia

............
............... 30,500

Total

2,376
2,019
5,115
2,542

784
3,037

12,052

6,287

1,209

1,257

SIXTH.
itonitis.

the week ending

March

in-

termittent fever and erysipelas increased,
and that pneumonia, tonsilitis, rheumatism and bronchitis decreased con-

301

--

r

758
171
186
42

—
1,368

1,971
5,304
1,489
2,770
996
406

1,167

609
965
768
129
355

18,936

Total ........

3,988

NINTH.
Muakegon.. ..

....... 2,807
Oceana ..........
.......1,493
Newaygo ......
Mecoata ........ .
Mason. ........ .......1,207
Lake ...... ..... ....... 579
Oaoeola......... ....... 1,225
Manistee ............... 1,189
Wexford ........ ....... i,m
Miaaukee ..........a ..... '266
Kalkaska ............... 496
........000
Antrim ..........
Charlevoix ..... ....... 7X4
.

Secretary,

Thank*.

Total

1,680
428
625
882
766
266

358

Ml

23
340
138
37

501

994
375
76
6

870
406
121
170
153
304

........

31

215
78

7,222

2,962

TENTH.
:

Tuaoola ................3,999
.................... 0,404
Gladwin ......... ....... 160
Clare ........... ....... 4X8
Uoocommou ..... ....... 335
Ogemaw ........ ....... '264
loaco ............
Crawford ....... ....... 1X3
Oacoda ..........
Aloona .......... ....... 3X6
Oteego .................. 3'28

To thx Public— The forest fires which broks
out on the Huron Peninsula,this State, In September last, created an extent and degree of
suffering that demanded instant and liberalrelief. The case was too urgent to permit delay,
and its magnitude made a resort to public beneficence a necessity. The people not only of this,
but of other States, and of the neighboringprovinces and even from beyond the ocean responded
with generous and persistent kindness, that
bed luster upon our common nature. Their
timely interposition saved many from starvation, and stricken honseholas from despair. In the name of the State I give grateful
thanks to all who aided onr suffering citizens at
this juncture. With renewed acknowledgments
of kindness, so signally manifested,and with
the entire concurrence of the commission intrusted by the Legislature with the dispensation of its bounty, 1 deem it proper to make
this announcement. David H. Jkbomx.
of the Wealthiest

-231

318
925

xiourn

21, 1882.

Gov. Jerome hu issued the following

--

Bhlawaaeee ...... ....... 3,347
Saginaw ........ ....... 5,2UJ
Gratiot ................. 2,643
Montcalm ....... ....... 4,163
laabella .................1,438
Midland ........ ....... 761

Lansi.vo. March 24, 18S4,

Turk

B»y

358

'2,068

1,734

-243

7
44
90
68

370
596
191
513
142

5

20

252
217

Alpena .......... ...... 960
____ ....... 216
Cheboygan ...... ...... 606
Emmet ........ ....... 814

9

81

834
145
541
495

.

Preaque Itde

Totals ....... ....... 10,953

38
99
118

8,134

2,661

170
428
545
139
224
347
441
1,311

142
70
83

ELEVENTH.
Benzie ................. 499
Grand Traverse......... 1,356
Leelausw ....... ........ 594
Msnitnu ........ ........ 34
Baraga ..........
........ 173
Chippewa ....... ........ 396
........7 OX
Delta ............
Houghton ...... ........ 2,100
Isle Royale ......
Keweenaw ...... ........ 319
Mackinac .......
Marquette ...... ........2,434
Menominee ..... ........1.380
Ontonagon ..... ........ 228
Schoolcraft..... ........ 157

Id

remained several days in Edremit,

while preparing for the ascent of Mount
Ida, and made excursions in the suburbs,

which consist chiefly of olive groves and
cemeteries. On the smooth roads that
wound under the olives we always met a
variety of travelers— Turkish gentlemen
on horseback, attendedby a train of ser-

1,617

Montmorency...

Ldremlt

We

3,218
3,439
2,606
1,296
1,346
- —
11,804

Total ........

: At Spalding, Menominee county
and among tne Indians near Spalding,
March 15, 1882; at Detroit, March 18;
at Grand Rapids (1 new case from Chi-

The Harem

3,135

......... ....... 3,137
Nt. Clair ........ ....... 4,219
Lapeer .......... ....... 3,440
Hanilac ................. V238
Huron ...........

lows

yilchigaii’a

17,264

Macomb

scarlet-fever at 11 places, measles at 8
places and small-pox at 4 places, as fol-

Henry B. Baker,

30,466

l,0u6

B1VKNTH.

At the State Capitol, Lansing, the
prevailing winds were southeast, the
average temperature was about the
same, hnd the average night oxone was
slightly less, during the week ending
March 18, than during the preceding
week. ' The average absolute humidity
was the same both weeks.
Including reports by regular observers and by others, diphtheria was
reported present during the week ending March 18, and since, at 18 places,

March

1,179
3,412
3,819
6,150
3,086

Total ........ ......

siderably in area of prevalence.

cago),

756

..........
....... 3,399
Ingham .........
Livingston ...... ....... 2,879
Oakland .........
Genesee ................4,934

Clinton

18, 1882,

the reports indicate that neuralgia,

In making (he trip out through Lake George
the Anita penetrateda country not visited by
steamboats. The negro inhabitants farm in a

its recent

SHOOK D.

Waahtenaw......

Total ....... ....... 19,147

For

:

small way and hnnt. There are being opened
several plantations on the river, and some of the
people were but recently brought into the disextra session, having made the reappor- trict to work on them. Before the Anita had
tionment for Congress under the new made five miles ap the lake there came a cry of
distress from the woods. The yawl put out
apportionment act, we print the vote for in the direction of the hail, and after working
each of thesq new districtsa# east in through the bush came upon a scene which
1880 for the Garfield, Hancock and demonstrated the extremitiesto which these
people have been driven. Huddled together
Weaver Electors,thus enabling politi- upon a mound, the top of which was above the
cians to form some notion of the proba- water a foot, were eighty negroes, men, women
ble result at the Congressionalelections and children. They had left their cabins within a radios of three miles, and had sought
to be held next fall.
this elevation as a place of safety. Save in a
7IH8T DIBTBIOT.
Garfield. Hancock. Weaver. few deep holes the bottom of Lake George u
Counties.
15,064
Wayne ................. 16,157
718 dry land in midsummer,and' the planters cut

The

causes of sickness during the week end-

March

sippi, from which the following is taken

Total ........

2

f
a • • •
•

•••

262
14
4
26

1,371

880
218
41
6,

....

344

'277

1

the Anita entered the

Yasoo

country the flood had not reached its height
Every morning the gauge showed an advance of
five or six inches. All day Sunday the Anita
pursued the work of relief up the Big Suoflower. At places the river Is half as wide as the
Mississippi ; at ethers it contracts so that the
branches brush the sides of the boat Many of
the farm houses had been abandoned by the
people. The chickens fiat in trees, and dops—
for every planter has a pack of hounds— howled
dismally as the boat passed along. Scores of
hogs which run half wild in the swamps were
seen perched upon big logs floating about in
twenty feet of water. These creatures,the
people said, would gnaw the cottonwood and
nnd subsistence for two weeks at least,but for
every bog that had found a resting plaoea
hundred bad perished.
The sensationof the day was reached when
s curious-looking
craft was met floating down
the river. It proved to be a cradle with a
negro baby in it The little black Moses of the
cypress w*as contentedlysacking his thamb.
Where he came from will probably never be
known. Everything imaginablein the form of
household belongings, from a wasteland to a
whole bouse, that would float, was met upon
the current The extent of the flood impressed
itself in many ways. From the deck of ths
Anita coaid be seen long rows of tenanthouses, the eaves of which, and In some
cases all bat the ndge poles, were submerged.
It mast be taken into considerationthat
these bonses are built on largo posts, and that
their floors are seven to nine feet above the
ground. This peculiar constructionis for the
emergencies of high wst-r, but the architects
contemplatedno such flood as that of 1882. As
the Anita neared the month of Deer creek a
dugout came alongside and an appeal was
made in behalf of the negro renters on the McConnell farms. They were reported on the
roofs and in lofts, with holes cut through ths
shingles. Three large yawls, capable of carrying thirty personaeach, were at oaoe launched
and manned, nearly every man on the Anita
who con id pull an oar being pressed into service. The yawls were palled over the wagon
roads, through the woods, for five miles, and
the situationthen dawned npon the rescuing
party. The people in the settlement, 120 in all,
had gathered in half a dozen of the most substantial buildings. The other structureshad
fallen, and in some instances floated off. Out
from under the eaves, and through the roof of
the first house approached peered rows of
darky face*.
“You people," shouted Cspt Lee “can get
away now. There’s a Governmentboat at the
month of the creek which will take you to the

'22.

posed of three or four logs fastened together
with wooden pins and tied to the eaves of the
house by pieces of clothes-line. From house
to house the boats went, taking the people off
the rafts and out of the lofts. In most oases
only the women and children were placed in
the ykwls, then the men, the boys being told to
follow in their little flats and dngouts. As the
poor creatureshastily gattioreaup little bundles of most necessary effectsthey ejaculuted
their thanks and sang at the top of their
voices.
At Fletch Lindsay’s the informationwas imparted that there was a negro woman away up
in the loft who bad just had a baby. Bedding
was piled up in the center of the skiff, the end
of the house was knocked out, and one of the
Anita’s oarsmen, John Conners, gently lifted
the woman and baby out into the boat and laid

them down

carefully. Others, grown and

smaller, were taken into the yawls until they
sank to the gonwales,and then the men pulled
slowly back to the Anita. Trip after trip was

made, until the women and children were
aboard the Anita, and her decks were covered
with people, so much so that the

obliged to distribute them carefully to preserve a
Captain

was

the McConnell place, bnt two of them had gone
nnder before the Anita arrived. Tne stock had
been driven on these, and there the brutes
were perishing. Many had fallen and laid

vants ; officers of the army, finely
News reachea here of a terrible wreck
mounted; caravans of camels, gypsies at Sweet Briar, about forty milei wee
driving trains of pack mules, and farmers of here, on the Northern Pacific.An dead in the water. The stronger ones
stood among them. The waler was so high that
in their rnde carts with solid wheels engine came over from Mandan for
drawn by oxen or buffaloes. Late one physicians and asRwtanooto attend the suffer- they were almost floated off their feel While

afternoonin a retired grove we were con- er* in the wreck. The wire* are down between
, fronted by the harem of the wealthiest! Bismarck and Mandan. bnt it is stated by the
Turk iu’ Edremit, returning from a engineerfrom Mandan that “Black Jack's"
neighboring town. The carriage held work train, bound west, went through a bridge,

more elderly ladies, but the younger and a passengertrain bat a little behind followed. Thirty persons are reported killed
ones, to the number of about half s and many more injured. All the
dozen, were mounted man fashion on physicians to be found in this city have just
spirited horses, each of which was at- started on a special engine for the wreck. The
tended by a Greek servant. They wer< accident occurred at the croealng of Hart river,
two miles east of Bweet Briar, at a place known
dressed in white robes, which draped
as Soapstone cut The snow plow had passed
but did not conceal the form : and the safely over the bridge, bnt the work train fell
yashmaks or veils which they wore were through, breaking four tents of the bridge.
the

not transparentlike those 6f the beau- The cars caught fire, and r«-n »•*'- •’“n* burned.
The first reports of the accident on tbs
ties of Constantinople,for the traditioni
of the harem are still respected in the in- Northern Pacificroad were very much exaggerterior of the land. At sight of us, the
portly matrons in the carriage quickly
covered their faces, but the voung Cir
cassiaus iu the saddle, slender girls ol

ated. The number of killed number eight, and
the

wounded twenty,

all of

whom

will

recover-

Following are the particulax.* of the affair :
The train had just started to cross the bridge
at Sweetbriercreek, and was within a few huneighteen or twenty, returned full npoi
dred yards of it, when those in the car next to
us the dazzling pomp of tlieir beauty, the engine felt a jar au i knew the car was off
that singular beauty which dwells ii the track aad was being dragged along on the
cold feature, haughty spirit, and still, ties. Suddenly they felt a ahock just

luminous eyes. —

New

York Timed.

as the car struck the bridge, and it
and the car following, containing about

gentleman in conversation told the
writer that near him lived about 1,800
people without food or money, and
unable to help themselvesin the present state
of affairs. He was then on his way to Memphis to see what arrangements be could make
to alleviate the condition of his neighbors.
From all parts the same accountsof misery are
told. Cattle and mnles are dying, and nave
died by hundreds. Human beings and animals are housed together, the humans willing
to share their very last with their horses and
other animals,not only from affection,but for
the intrinsic value they set upon them. A
gentleman who has visited the distressed
regions remarked

that the dogs

looked
more prosperous and in better condition than the people Lh&nselves. The gnats
are becoming a greater pest every day. They
are having a most fatal effecl and will continue
for some tune. It is as great a calamity as the
flood. Lients. Satterlee and Richards visited
the overflowedregion around this place. They
have already visitedother portions of the
flooded country,and say that the horrorsare
not in any way exaggerated. They have estimatedthat the number of people requiring to
be fed is : In Phillips county, 6,000 ; Monroe
county, 600; Chicot county, 8,000; Desha county,
3,600.’ These gentlemen give most graphic
pictures of what they have seen and experienced. Lieut Richards left for Mississippi
county, and Lieut Satterlee for \**> county,to
make personal investigation of distribution of
supplies. In Laconia Circle, a particularlyrich
and flourishing section, great suffering exists.
Houses are being used for the refnge of both
cattle and bumsu beings. The steamer Dick
Jones, just returnedfrom Sunk Lands, reports
the horrors more and more terrible. The
people were still eating drowned carcasses and
some few a little boiled corn.-'
A St. Louis dispatch says: “About 18,000
iu money and large amounts of provisions aud
clothing have been raised here for the benefit
of the overflow sufferers ou the Mississippi
river. Capt Lee, in charge of the Government
relief expedition np the Sunflower and Yazoo
mors, estimatesthe loss of hogs total in the
iuzoo country, the loss of cattle fully 76 per
cent., and the fencing, with many of the smaller houses, destroyed."
A telegram from Natchez, Miss., renorts :
“ Natchez is crowded with refugees, and arovos
of stock are passing throngh town. Parties
from the neighborhood of Lake Concordia and
Tensas river report great destitution.The
water rose so fast that many people had to place
pickets across the rafters in their houses and
take refuge there, they having no means of
getting awayi and many of these houses are
tottering from the force of the current Tensas
river is rising five inches in twenty- four hoars,
and if it continues at this rate the lives of these
people will be in great danger unless they are
speedilyrelieved. There is a perfect panic
among the negioes, many being so terrifiedas
to be unable to make the least effort toward
saving themselves or families until roused by
the whites."

_

Jacob R. Bhipherd,accompanied by his wife,
appeared before the House Committee on Foreign Affairs, at Washington, on the 21st of

March. ^He handed

with MinisterHurl out, ulto said the President
regarded the case hh strong in law and ennity
as it could posHibly hu, mid action would be
taken if it «onid enable Peru to pay her indummty aud gut out of her trouble with Chill
Hurlbut was assured by Bhipherd that it would
result advantageously
him' if he
made no opposition. Bhipherd ’ had two
extended convursationswith Blame at the end
of July last aud asked that both Chili and
Peru be otlicially notified of the right to the
guano fieldsasserted by Americans, which the
Becretary ssid should be done at onon In *
letterto Hurlbut Bhipherd states that #250,000
of pool stock iu tne Peruvian Company had
been reserved for the Minister and his friends,
the terms of payment to be arranged at their
convenience.

to

said that ths only officers of the United States
with whom he had any sorrespondsnoeor whoa
he sought to interestIn the company were Ministers Hnrltrat, Kilpatrick and Adams, the Secretary of State, President Garfield, a Senator
from New Hampshire (Blair), and William H.
Robertson, Collector of the Port of No# York.
According to his stbry Blair was given a retainer, which he afterwardreturned,and Robertson was paid a too for services renderedthe
company in the capacity of Attorney. Bhipherd
admitted that hia only dealings with Gen. Kilpatrick consisted in writing two lettersto him,

which were never answered
Bhiphotd,when called before the House com*
mittee on March 23, stated,before

the yawls were saving hnman life the brutes
bawled their distress.It was onlv a question
of hours till the depth would permit none of
the cattle to remain on the lower monads, and
as the yawls were coming away fifty of the animals took to the water and swam a quarterof
a mile to the longeet mound, on the outer edge
of which they found standing-room. Fifty of
the cattle had already perished, and it was
the matter of only a brief period when the 200

any qnaa*

Uou had been pat, that he desired to
word, if

it

would

add

s

be in order, to the testimony

given the previoosday. He then stated that
he would waive the teohnioil objection he had
raised, and would state that the Senator to
whom he had alludedwas Henry W. Blair, of
New Hampshire. He further stated that, with
one exception, there was no other Senator of
member of Congrats who had in any way been
interested as counsel or bad been approached
with a view to securing hia services. This
gentleman,Bhipherd said, was aaksd to act as
counsel, and declinedon the ground that he
might be called on as a member of Congress to
pass npon the claims of the Peruvian Company.
With this exceptionand that of Senator Blair,
there was no other instance of any effort to secure the services of a member of either house

of
of

Congress. Witness produced a copy
his Utter to the President.It was
quite long, and rehearsed in detail the
claims and plans
the Pernviaa
Company. The letter referred to inajosares
naming the prospectusof the company, the

of

at

draft of agreement with Pern, the chain of the
title of the Pernvian Oompanv,and stated it
was deemed best to lay the whole matter before

Portland, Me., on the 27th of February, 1807«

and died at his borne in Cambridge, Mass., on
the 24th of March. 1882.

the President It spoke of the magnitude of
Mbs interests involved, snd estimatedths value
of guano at 81, 000, 000, 000. and indioated that
ex-PresidentGrant would ne President of the
oompanv, and that its Board of Direetora
would include gentlemen equally well known
and capable.

Young Henry's early education received the
parents, and at the ag* of

14 years ho entered Bowdoin College, in his
native State,

House Commiton the 22d, Bhipherd

In his testimonybefore the
tee on Foreign Affairs,

>

I.engfellow.
Wadsworth Longfellow was born

his

certificatefrom his

the committee. He stated that he indorsed to President Garfield and Secretary Blaine, in May, copies of the
prosp< ctus of the Peruvian Company. In New
York, ou May 30, hu had a prolonged interview

Henry W.

utmost care from

a

serious. Shipbord was examined at length by

OBITUARY.
Hemy

in

physician that his recent illnesshad been qnite

from which he was graduated in

1825. After leaving college he entered his
law was so uncon-

Bhipherd failed to show np in the House

genial to his tastes that after a few months of

committee room at Washington on March 24th#

study he abandoned Blackstone and Rout, and

He sent

father’slaw

office,

bnt the

is a substitute a physician's certificate

to the effect that he was suffering from neuralgia and threatened with erysipelas,with a
likelihood of his remaining ill for several dan.
The committeesent him a notification that
thereafierit would be necessary to have his
physician’s ccrtiflcstesworn to.

commenced the study of literature. Having
been tendered the professorshipof modern
languagesat Bowdoin he went abroad go
“Thank God, thank God," came in a great qualify himself for the duties of the
chorus in all the keys from the inside of the chair, and spent throe and a half years in
house. Half a dozen familieshad gathered Europe. He returnedto the United States in
there, and there was not room in the loft for
1829, and at once assumed the duties of his
all, close as they could be packed, and children
professorship.Ho remained at Bowdoin until
I, 4 and 5 years of age were oat on rafts com1835, when he accepted the professorshipof

balance. There were three mounds on

Terrible Railroad Accideui.
Bisxabck, Dak., March

it When

THE DIPLOMATIC SCANDAL.

quarter.

A

The Congressional Apportionment.

dis-

eases in different parts of the State, show

ing

must reach them from some

houses to which they have been accus- Cralse of a Belief Boat up the Nantomed to go. There the contraband flower Blver— Strange Scenee— Indian fffonnd* and Boots of Hounee
goods are unpacked, and the dogs are
soon afterward dispatchedagain by the Onljr Befnge of the People,
A correspondent on board the Government
train to Chiasso. The distancetraversed
by these quadrupeds is not great, but reliefboat Anita, gives graphic detailsof the
their peculiar excellence is the sagacity devastationon the Sunflower river, in Missis-

$«I[»ttd 4ita

---

prayed for, ai the differingIs great, and help

FLOODS.

SERGEANT MASON.

THE CHICAGO PETITION FOR HIS PARDON -TUI
modern languagesaud belleslettres at Harvard.
PRESIDENTASTONISHED.
Again bo wont abroad, and alter a year bo
Washington, March 22. enteredupon bis duties at Harvard, in 1836.
This position he held until 1864, when he reThe mammoth petitionfrom Chicago and
signed and devoted himself exclusively to his
the Northwest for the pardon of SergeantMaown writing aud the publication of his works.
He began hia literary work while a student son was presented yesterday by the special
st Bowdoin. many of bis early poems messenger, M. E. Dickson, Congressmen Al-

being published in the United

State*

drich and Farwell

Gazette, and while a professor he contributed
many able criticismsto the North American Hevino. His first collection of poems was published in 1839. “Ballads and Other Poems"
appeared in 1842, aud “Poems ou Slavery’’
and the “ Spanish Student " the year following. The poem that brought him the moat

and Mr. John

Chicago, being present.

The

G. Dore, of

Presidentre-

ceived the party in the library, the monster
petitionbeing laid npon the piano. Mr. Aldrich Introducedthe messenger to the President, aud Mr. Dickson said that he bore
the request,as shown by the formidable roll
/ime, “Evangeline," appeared in 1847, and presented,of the great city of Chicago, the
“Kavanagh" in 1849. “Hiawatha" was pub- Bute of Illinois,and the Northwest, for the
lished in 1855. “Miles Blandish" in 1868, pardon of Bergt Mason. It was a mute bnt
“ Hanging of the Crane" in 1874, and “ Keraeloquent appeal from the wealth, the brain,
mos ’’ in 1878. No American poet has been so and the muscle of the great Northwest It wae
greatly admired in Europe as Mr. Long- in every sense a popular petition,and he defellow, aud his works have been trans- •irod that the President give it his earliest
lated into most of the continental lan- coniddoration. The President, after a moguages.
visited Europe in 1842, ment’s reflection,said : “This matter has net
again in 1868, and again the next year. The been brought before me for my oonsidtration :
bonor&rv degree of LL. D. was conferred upon but this is the most extraordinarypetition that
him by Cambridge Universityin 1868, and thaf I ever saw. I shall certainlylook well into
of D. C. L. by the University of Oxford in 1869. this matter, and carefully consider the requests
In 1873 he was elected a member of the Rusmade for the pardon of Bergt Mason when
sian Academy of Sciences, and in 1877 a mem- they come before me."
ber of the Spamsh Academy. On the 27th of
Judge Advocate General Swaim, it is underlast month the 75th anniversaryof his birth
stood, recommends a modification of the senwas widely celebratedby the varions literarv tence of Bergt Mason upon the ground that
institutionsof the United States, but his health Guitean was not in a position where he could
has latterlybeen so broken as to render it impossibly have been killed by Mason, and that
possiblefor him to attend to bis own corres- under such circumstancesthe charge of aaaaolt
with intent to kill cannot be sustained.
pondence.

He

_

__

FrightfulBoiler Explosion.

NITTY AND THE BABT.
Washington, March 22.
The wife of Bergt Mason appealsfor aid for
The boiler of the steam passenger ferry- herself and her distressed faiuly, and the reboat Henry C. Pratt plying between Philadel- lease of her husband. For eighteen years, sba
phia snd the Atlantic railroad depot Walnut says, her hqsband has been a brave soldier,
street
wharf and depot Koighris point Cam- never in the guard-house before, and carries
remaining would have to go under.
honorable wonndi. She thinks he hu besa
The dogym the rafts and housetops whined den, N. J., exploded at the wharf. 'Two of punished enough by aix months' imprisonment
piteonsly as they saw their hnman friends leavthe crew were blown over the roof on the
ing them.
Midnight Sun.
other side of the street into the water at the
By Sunday night the people had rescuedand
end
of
the
street
s
block
away.
The
transpot ted’ to the Hams mound nearly 1,000.
The day* and nighta are equal all over
anchor lodged in the telegraphwires. The
All bnt a few of them were camped in the open
boiler was lifted, and grazed the second the world on the 22d of March and 22d
air. The moving of the people was accom
and third storiesof the warehouse on Delaware of September,the vernal and adtumnal
plished without loss of life, althoughtwice
avenue,200 feet from the scene, and, falling, equinoxes.Take a point on the Arctic
there was a scare, as some little darky, venturdemolished and sank two tug-boats. The exing too near the guard, went overboard, hot
circle, Greenland, for instance, which ia.
paddled around until somebody caught him. plosion occurred at Pier 8. Delaware avenue. just within. At the vernal equinox the
Portions of the boiler were flung across tbe aveThe negroes’ spirits rose rapidly after they
nue, sinking No*. 132 and 134, occupied by days and nights will there be twelve
found themselvesin safety, and the disembarkKelly, Lovell A Co., ship chandlers, and Hugh hours long; but as we approach the sumation was attended by singing and shouting.
Fitzgerald, wines, destroying the socond and mer solstice, reached June 21, being the
The sight of the big Hams monnd restored
third stones, scattering trick, etc., in all direcconfidence, and some of them thought that a
farthest point from the equator reached
tions. The body of George Scully, the Captain
modern repetition of Noah's time had come.
of the Pratt was thrown over the entire block by the sun, the whole Arctic circle will
against tbe wall on the weet aide of Water come more and more into the light, on
The Water* Slowlg Abating.
street, a shapeless pulp. Burning coals were account of the inclination of the axis.
The Chicago Timet correepondenttelegraphs thrown from tbe firo-Lole on to the roof of When we are at the solstice we cannot
the handsome depot of the Philadelphia and
from Helena, Ark., as foUows : “Every heart
get out of the light, and see the sun,
Atlanticrailwafi600x200 feet covering the
seems weary and saddened by the distress that pier where tbe boat lay, burning it to the which never sets, due north. Passing
Philadelphia, March 24.

!

The Work of Canine Smugmiers.
A Swiss correspondent tells how an
agile and adroit band of canine smugglers have been skillfully trained to per-

form dishonest work for their owners
between Chiasso, in Switzerland,and
Como, in Italy. Thev arrive at about
noon in the former place by train, and
are at once taken to a certain house,

thirty laborers, were precipitated over an embankment twenty feet high to the ground below. The cars were of the variety known as
boarding-care,
filledup with banks for Bleeping, and each contained a stove lor heating.
Immediately after their precipitation the cars
took fire, aud then there ensued
of

|

1

surrounds the city. There is nothing thought ground in an bpur. Coals were also thrown
ofexceptthereUef of the sufferers, and every aboard the steam tug Ella aud she was horned
one
one here has done his part in succoringand to the water's ed e. Five men aboard tbe
the most terrible scene* in the Lstory helping the afflicted. The stratus remain un- Pratt at the time of the explosion were killed.
of lulroad tragedies. The thiiV or din- changed in this section. The water falls very
ing-carremained on the track, and that por- slowly, contrary to the expectationsof every
Fond of Pie.
tion of the crew in that car immediately
A Connecticnt pastor was given on his
one ; and it is feared that it will remain np
set to work with a will to resene the unfortusome week? longer. It has become fiftieth birthday a pie containinghalf a
nates. Jack Simmons, who had charge of the
monotonous sight to every eye. hundred gold dollars ; and since this
train, states that he bad five cars, and that he
Commissioner M*ngnm cannot folflllaU the
was on the root of the third car when the acci- demands coming from individualsand from little episode it is quite a study to obdent occurred. The train wia running about the mass. In Desha county the sufferings seem serve the very perceptible tremor tb^t
ten miles in hour, and he believes the accident
to be very greau These advices come from agitates the physical frame of the averto be the result of a broken wheel
Arkansas City, where the greater portion of

where, at nightfall, they are laden with
oont raband goods. The lighter articles
are strung around their necks, the heavier are strapped safelv on their backs,
aud thus, as soon as it is perfectly dark,
age Connecticut clergyman when asked
they are led forth, and started ou the
distressis situated.Bat few supplies have
if he will bo helped to pie.— i?o«(on
Resisting
temptations
is
like
banking
scutheast side of the town. From this
reached them, the greater number being distributed at Other points* Rations gre V&eijy Transcript.
point they make their way, over hill and ap your house to keep out the cold.

a

the solstice we approach the autumnal
equinox, where the days and nights are
each twelve hours long. To show you
where the midnight sun occurs we will
state that at latitude 66 degree, 82 minutes from the equator the days begin to
be twenty -four hours long; at 67 degrees,
23 minutes they are one month long, increasing until at 90 degrees, or the pole,
they are six months iu length. Thecolor
of the sun, on account of its being so
near the horizon, is redder than generally

with us, but probably not more so than
we sometimes see it in our own latitude.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
WILLIAM

H.

ROGERS,

Thr

P. Rounds, of Chicago,

on

B'

the civil-servicereform bill as introduced

ALL KINDS OF

by him early in December.

special gotifcjs.

lias been

An entire now stock of

Important to Traveler!.
>

Special inducementsare offered

The

action of the

House Commitee on

Appropriations, at the close of the week,

in

B
B

in this

such burdens ns frank-

52—

ly.

in the

Ithaca Organs.

lege to Congress,should be sustainedin
It is

issue.

Promptly Done

Office Bill, restoring the franking privi-

House.

Job Printing

read their advertisementto be found else

recommend non-concurrence where
the Senate's amendment to the Post

the

you by

the BurlingtonRoute. It will pay you to

in deciding to

The

Organ.

Parties

ing privileges and Star routes that stand desiring to examine or purchase this valuain the way of cheaper postage for the ble instrumentcan do so by calling at my

6-4w.

MRS.

E.

Grubs,
Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tetter, Humors, Salt Rheum,
Scald Head, Sores, Mercurial
Diseases, Female Weakness
and Irregularities, Dizziness,
Loss ot Appetite, Juandice,
Affections ot the Liver, Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspepsia and General Debility,

HOLLAND

ECKENROAD.

-AND

Special Assessor's Notice,

Mason's case; holds that as Guiteau was

City op

Holland,

commit the
charged was both apparently and

the ability of Mason to

assult
really

wanting, and he is of opinion that there
is

material variance between the allega-

tions
to

be

and proofs, and conviction ought not

I

)

_

arc hereby notified that a
special assessment roll, for the repair
of sidewalks, has been reported by the
Board of Assessors to the Common
Council of the City of Holland, and filed
the

Common

Mason can

Sergt.

on

not,

the time and place

Book and Jot

Office

orderly declarations made at the time,
tended in

a

RegistrationNotice.

high degree to endanger the

Notice is hereby given that the Board
well as disturb the public tranquillity, of Registration of the City of Holland,
will iqeet at the following places; in said
and the court should have so found, as a City on Saturday, the 1st day of April, A.
lesser kindred offense to that alleged, by D. 1882, between the hours of eight o’clock
making the necessary exceptions and sub- A. M. aud eight o’clock P. M. for the
purpose of completingthe lists of qualified
stitutions in its findings. n
voters of the several wards of said city.
In the 1st Ward, at Engine Room, No.
St. Nicholas for April open with a
2, (Kanter’s Basement.)
charming frontispiece picture by Rosina
In the 2nd Ward, at the Photograph
Emmet, illustratinga timely little poem Gallery ol B. P. Higgins.
In the 3rd Ward, at the Store of Boot &
by Mary Mapes Dodge, entitled "An April
Kramer.
Girl.*’ “Brigham,the Cave-dog,” is an
In the 4th Ward, at the residenceof
account ot a clever animal that was lost
Geo. H. Sipp.
in the Mammoth Cave of Kentuckty, but
J.A. TerVree,
W. H. Beach,
found his way out after wandering for
good order of the troops then present, as

thirty-six

hours among a maze of

and dark windings.Mrs.
Diaz contributes

“The

Abby

Wm. Butkau,
John Bbukkma,
John Kramer,
P. Winter,
C. Landaal,

pitfalls

Morton

Story of Wsngse

Pah and the White Elephant,” an

illus-

J. Kuite.
Board of Registrationof the

trated sketch of Siamese life. “Lord
Malapertof Moonshine Castle”

is a bright

It is easy to learn, not difficult

at the Store of

G.

VAN PUTTEN& SONS.

SPRING & SUMMER

many

Deacon Green’s report on the "Historical

names of the one hundred

Pi," with the

prize-winners,and the long roll of honor.

Lippincott’sMagazine for April opens
with

a

sprightlydescription of a

market-place in spring,
Bertha Wright, with

Normandy

by

illustrations

Margaret
thorough-

ly artistic and highly finished,one of

being from a painting by
trations of

a

them

Hennesy. Illus-

different kind, but equally

good, accompanying an article on “Four-

Footed Prize-Fighters," by Felix L.

Os-

wald, who exhibits in an almost unequalled
style a

complete knowledge of animal life,

a vivid
and entertaining manner. “Our Substitute for a Navy,” by Charles F. Johnson,
with the power of depictingit in

Jr., of the U. 8.
title of a paper

GeologicalSurvey,

is the

which, alter showing that

our chief reliance for defence in case of

war must be the torpedo system, gives a
full and clear account of the different
kinds of torpedoes invented both here and

abroad, and their comparativeefficiency.
Charles Burr

Todd

contributes an interest-

ing paper on the renowned pirate Captain

Kidd, whose real history will be new to
most people, and scarcely less strange than
the half mythical tales connected with his
a Florida Cracker’s

CASHMERES,
DELAINES,
GINGHAMS,

edition of Dr.

CULVER-

Price 91.60 per bottle. Be sore and ask foi
Dr. Marchlsl’sUterine Cathollcon. Take no other,

by 3D,

For Sale

R.

MEENOS.

FOR
THE MILLION!

(jatarrhgure

^

Foo Choo'i Salim of Shuk'i

Oil

Foiitivily SMtoNi tbi

l»

Recommended by Physicians!

wltba potitlvo
will cure any
case* and ve will forfeit the above amouut
ifufairaiB• single Inttance.
It la unlike Bay other Catarrhremedy, as
We manufaetur*and

of Hol-

£c,

Hsarlsf, ssd li tbs only Abioluts
Curs for Ssafotii Zsm.

This Oil Is extracted from a peculiar species of
WHITE SHARK, caught In the Yellow Sea.
known as Carcharodon SonutUM. Every Chinese
fisherman knows it. Its virtues as a restorativeof
hearing were discoveredby a Buddhist Priest
about the year 1410. Its cures were so numerous

Foil

Line of

IN

FLOUR AND FEED.
Van Pntten A Sons.

G.

Holland, March 34th, 1882.

Election Notice.

1882.

)

hereby given that the annual
charter election for the City of Holland,
will be held on Monday, the 3rd day of
April next, (being the first Monday in
April) in the several wards of said city,
at the places designatedby the Common
is

Council, as follows:

In

the First Ward at the rooms of
Columbia Fire Engine Co., No. 2.
• In the Second Ward at the Photograph
Gallery of B. P. Higgins.
In the Third Ward at the Common
Council Rooms.
In the Fourth Ward at the residence of
Geo. H. Sipp.
At said election the followingofficers
are to be elected and voted upon.
City Officers.
One Mayor in the place of John Roost,
whose term of office expires.
One Supervisor in the place of Kommer
Schaddelee.whose term of office expires.
One City Clerk in the place of Geo. H.
Sipp, whose term of office expires.
One City Treasurerin the place of Dirk
R. Meengs, whose term of office expires.
One City Marshal in the place of Pieter
Konlng, whose term of office expires.
One Justice of the Peace in the place of
James Ten Eyck, resigned, whose term of
office expires July 4th, 1882.

THE NEW

GROCERY
—
— —

so

seemingly miraculous, that

ss-

DRY

AND^

GOODS. S

TORE

Only Imported by HAYLOCK & CO.,
America. 7 Dey 8t., New York.

Sole Agents for

Its virtues arc unquestionable and Its curative
character absolute, as the writer can personally
testify, both from experience and observation.
Among the many readers of the Revlevrln one
part and another of the country, It la probable that
numbers are afflicted with deafness, and to such it
may be said: *• Write at once to Haylock A Co., 7
Dey Htreet,New York, enclosing $1, and vou will
receiveby return mall a remedy that will enable
you to hear like anybody else, and whose curative
effects will be permanent. You will never regret
doing no."- Editor Mercantile Review. 21-8m.

A Large and Fine

TOWNS,

DR. W.

ustiew
-

stock:
OF

C.STEKETEE &B0S,

-

the best known and

D

od the corner of River & Ninth Sts.

BOOTS & SHOES

Can now be found, not alone a complete stock
of Groceries,— always of the Freshest and Purest,
but also all kinds of Farmers Produce, Provisions,
Etc., Etc.

\

To the Electorsof the City of Hol'and:

many

____

,aak yourDruggistforit.and
ACCIPT HO IMITATIOH OB SUBSTITUTE. If he
hts not got it, send to us and ws will forward
immadiately. Price.75 cents per bottle.
F. J. CHENEY A CO.. Toledo, Ohio.

Hats and Caps,
Ottawa
Fresh Groceries

and

asgfsassfcaa!
asStSsSStSS

8th, A. D. 1882.

Clerk’s Office, City of Holland,
Match 8th,

Bell it

guarantee that It

--

most
SucceisliilPWlao,
Who has been engaged
in the treatmentof
all secular and

CBRONIC DISEASES,
He cores
resulting from seminal
weakness, spermator-

Alio a very large and assorted stock of

DRY HOODS

rhea, impotency and all neivons despondingand
distressingsymptoms arising from theie disorders,
and all complicatedprivate diseases.
Pain In back, left side or breast,frightful dreams,
of the heart, rush of blood to th*
Which we intend to keep as complete as possl palpitation
(lead, eruptions, pimples, memory impaired, low
ble embracingall the latest and best made fabrics
spirited,discouraged; resulting In consumption,
heart disease, corse, or St. Vitas dance, debility.
Insanity and death. Rev. Adam Clark, the dlaEighth Street, Holland, Mich.
tlngnlshed Methodist Divln.says:‘Ills one of the
most destructive evils ever practicedby fallen
men.” Its victims of both sexea are fllllng onr
Insane asylums
,
All lettersfor consultation, strictly confidential,
A Complete assortmentof Children’s and Infants’
[with stamp]. Address, DR. W. TOWNd, Fon du
shoes for fall and winter, and ajull line of
C. STEKETEE * BOS.
Lac, Wis. Lock box 293
Ladies' and Gentlemen'sWear.
Please mention thia paper when applyingto
Holland, Oct. 12th.
86-ly
the Doctor.
-:o:fust received

at

HEROLD,

E.

Crockery, Stone

& Glassware.

yearly.

FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.

1880.

CALL AND SEE US.
E.

Holland, Mich., Sept.

1,

HEROLD.

GmS.

Cctlufc/

Young Men and Women

How

is

Nervous Debility:
A Cure Guaranteed.

1880.

the chance

for Farmers.
Our popular wagon manufacturer

not or.ly save money but valuable time in the future by attending the
Grand Rapida Bn-iness College, where they will
receive a Thorough,Quickening,Practical education. Send for College Journal.
will

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treatment:a
specific for Hysteria, Dlxxlness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache,Menul Depression,Lose of Mem-

ory, Spermatorrhcea,Impotency, Involuntary

Emissions,PrematureOld Age, caused ^7 over-exertion,self-abuse,or over-indulgence, which leads
to misery, decay and death. One
®ur*
cent cases. Each box conUina one month a treatment. One dollar a box. six boxes for live dollars;
sent
mall prepaid on receipt of price.
We guarantee sir boxes to cure any case. With
each order received by us for s x to*0**
paniod with five dollars, we will send the purA viotim of youthful imprudencecausing Prema- chaser our written caaranteeto retarn the money
ture Decay, Herreras Debility,Lost Manhood, etc., If the treatment does not effect a cure. Ouaranhaving tried in vain every known remedy, baa dis- tecs iuued only when the treatment Is ordered
covered a simple self cure, which he will send PbEI direct from ui. Address JOHN C. WEST A CO.,
to his fellow-sufferers,
address J. H.
Sole Proprietors, 181 A
43 Chatham HU, N. Y.
go, III. Sold by D. R. Meengs, Holland, Mlcb.88-ly
l-ly

S

TARTLING
DISCOVERY!

box

by

LOST MANHOOD RESTORED.

J.

FLIEMIN,

Offers his superiormade wagons Jost as cheap
as anybody sells them in Zeeland, and claims that
they are a

Better wagon in every

way

For the First Word— One Alderman in
the place of John A. Ter Vree, whose
are sketches of local life and manners such
term of office expires; and one Constable
as have always been a characteristic and in the place of Charles Odell, whose term
of office expires.
attractivefeature of LippincoWt
Also Keeps on hand a line of
/for the Second Ward— One Alderman in
A long instalment, with a fine illustrathe place of Wilhelm Butkau, whose term
tion, of “Stephen Guthrie" brings the
of office expires; and one Constable in the
story to a critical point, and gives fiesh place of John Van den Berg, whose term
of office expires.
proof of the writer’s keen powers of obser
A.TSTTD
/for the Third IDirrt— One Alderman in
vation and skill in realistic narrative."A
the place of John Kramer, whose term of
Bohemian”is a story of New York life, office expires; and one Constable in the
Buggies,
and “The Assistant Editor” apparently the place of Arend Verlee, whose term ol
And a nice assortmentof Cotters for Farmers
and Tradesmen are on the way coming.
record of an actual and singularexperi- office expires.
ALSO AGENT FOR
For the fourth Ward— One Alderman in
ence. The poetry of the number is by
the place of Cornells Landaal,. whose term
John B. Tabb, Mary Ainge De Vere, and of offlce«xpires;and one Constablein the BATH PLATFORM SPRING
George Newell Lovejoy, and the editorial place of Johannes dc Weerd, whose term
J. FLIEMAN,
departments contain many short papers of office expires.
Holland, Mich
Geo.
H.
Sipp,
City
Clerk.
and reviews which will repay perusal.

and’Amongthe Gwledgion,’

new

Restored!

small

Two School Inspectors, lull term, in the
place of Cornclis Doeshurg and Isaac
Cabin,” by Charles Dunning, “New Year’s Cappon, whose term of office expires.
Ward Officers.
with the OJibways," by Helen Campbell,
name and fate. “In

How

Lost.

HALL’S

regular Spring examination of

Notice

NX

DRESS GOODS,

A

readers will be

hiitoWilltai!

FOR SALE BY A1X DRUGGISTS.

NOTIONS,

the Swarthy Elves.”
interest to

1-1 y

UTERINE CATHOLICON,

TABLE LINEN,

younger Thespians. The veracious legend teachers for the public schools of
County, Michigan,will be held at Grand
of “Mr. Weathercock” is given by “Aunt
Haven, March 31st and April 1st, 1882.
Fanny" Barrow. Walter Satterlee has
A special examination,to accommodate
drawn four page-illustrations for some the south part of the county, will be held
at( Zeeland, April 6 and 7, 1882, in the
ffistheticalstanzas, called “Lament of the
Union School. Examinations will begin
Cat tail.”
promptly at 0 a. m.
Dr. Eggleston’s serial, “The Hoosier
Applicants are expected to bring testiSchool-boy," and the “Recollections of a monials of good moral character,and
Drummer boy,” by Harry M. Kieffer, are those Intending to apply for the 1st or 2nd
grade will present a certificate of the
brought, all too soon, to their conclusions, chairman of the township board, certifyin stirring and spirited installments; and ing that they have taught the required
“Donald and Dorothy" have a grand good time "with ability and success."
By order of the Board of School Examtime in their “House Picnic.” The illusiners of Ottawa County.
trated “Northern Myth” stcriea are conJAS. F. ZWEMER,
tinued with the legend of "The Hoard of
Spring Lake, Mich.

Of

IMS,

J
DR. J. B. MARCHISI,
N.Y., _

Notice.
The

9,

WELL’S Celebrated Enpay on the radical cure of
Spermatorrhceaor Seminal WeakneM. Involuntary Seminal Lowes, Impotcncy, Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impedimenta to Marriage, etc.;
alao,ConHtimption,
Epllepayand Fits, Induced by
eelf-mdulgcnce or sexual extravagance. Ac.
The celebrated author. In thia admirableEway,
UTICA.
clearlydemonstrate*, from a thirty year*’ idcccm
Discoverer of IJK MABCHIsrS
ful practice,that the alarming conseqoencea of
self-abuse maybe radically cured; pointing out
a mode of cure at once simple, certain and efl'ectu
A POSITIVE CORE FOR FEMALE COMPLAINTS.
al. by means of which every sufferer,no matter
This remedy will act in harmony with the Fewhat his conditionmay be. may cure himself
male system at all times, and also Immediately
cheaply, privately,and radically.
the abdominal and uterine muscles, and rety This Lecture should be In the bands of upon
store them to a healthy and strong condition.
every youth and every mau In the land.
Dr. Marchlsi’sUterine Cathollcon will enre fallSent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any ading of the womb, Lucorrhma,Chronlo Inflammadress on receiptof slxcents or two postage stamps. tion and Ulceration of the Womb, Incidental
Address
Hemorrhage of Flooding, Painful, Suppressed
and Irregular MenstrnaUon, Kidney Complaint,
The CulverwellMedical Co.,
and la especiallyadapted to the Change of Life.
Send for pamphlet free. All lettera of inquiry
41 Ann St, New York, N . Y. ; Post-Officebox, 450.
-1 v
freely answered. Addresaas above.

DRY GOODS,

to get up,

to be popular with our

fair

RECEIVED

DUTCHESS OVERALLS,

Dated: Holland, March

does not require many speaking characters,

and bids

JUST

Prop’s,Bufra,

CALICOES,

land.

comedy fur children,by E. S. Brooks.

As cheap as the cheapest.
Holland, Mich., Feb.

..

Hot

GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS.
City

AI-.BTT3VIS

MANHOOD
_ , __ * ,
Jn»t published, a

Common

Council room, in said City, as
when and where they
specific oflence of assault with intent to will meet with the said Board of
kill, as charged and found by the court, Assessors to review said roll.
By order of the Common Council,
yet bis conduct in recklessly discharging
Gko. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
his musket at Guiteau’scell, and his dis-

Complete and well selected stock of
Photo, and Autograph

A course of Burdock Blood Bitten will utltfy the
moit tkepticelthat It U the Greateat Blood Purifieron
earth. Sold by medicine dealers every* here.
Directions In eleven languages.PRICE, $1.00.

FOSTER, HILBU3N & CO,

..
“KTEWS”

Coun-

the

evidence, bo considered guilty of the

I

-AT THE'

sustained. The judge advocate adds:

“While

TOBACCOS.

I

'!'”1 ENGL|sH languages
You

in this office, and that

and

|

in his cot at the time Mason fired the shot,

and a substantial brick wall, intervened,

CIGARS

Pimples and Pace

people. Why should Congressmenfavor residence on Tenth street, near C. & W. M.
themselves in this matter?
Railway freight depot.

Judge Advocate General Swain, in his
report to the secretaryof war on Sergt.

FANCY GOODS.

Cures Scrotal*, Erysipelas,

undersigned is the sole agent for

this city, of the {lliaca

BRAYMAN,

R. A.

At the old place of L. T. Kanlera.

nominated by President Arthur os public
printer.

ON

DON’T FAIL TO CALL

civil service

bos authorized Senator Pendleton to report

Editor.

Saiukday, April 1. 1882.
8.

senate committee

BEEVES.

1881.

FALL AND

by Wirt Sikes,

Call

i

andjxamine.

mi mi

14-tf

WAGON

1881.

m\

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,
Ladies and Childrens, Cloaks, Dolmans, Circulars, Jackets
and all kinds of cloaking, Plush Velvet, Satin Si k
Crape, Fancy Ribbons, Plush, Satin, Moireantique,

Worsted Goods, Jackets, Hoods, Scarfs,
Fur Trimmings, Muffs and Colors.

Open and Top

WORKS.

WINTER.

Silk

& Satina in all desirable Colors. Crape, Gloves, Hosiery, Germantown Yarn, Canvas, EmbroiderySilk and Hair Goods.

& S. VAN DEN BERGE,
--------3
EIOHTH STREET
L.

HQlLIiA.N

'

The

Don’t forget to registerto-day.

produce the cantata

ly

Hope College closed yesterdayfor
Ahnual

•

Queen Esther.

of

the

Don Henderson, of

usual two weeks spring vacation.
___

charter election, Mondiy.

singers of Grand Haven will short-

_

is

the Allegan Journal^

one of the Vice Presidents of the Michi-

We

Now

Spring Goods

I

!

understandthat another dray will gan Press Association.
shortly make its appearenceon our streets.
that
The State Fish Commission deposited
The Schr. Scud, Capt. I. Thompson, is 1,000,000 young white fish in Lake MichiOur new Spring stock has arrived, and is now open for inspection.
The Teachers’ Institute,held in Spring
“fitted out” and is receiving her first load
Lake this week, was largely attended.
gan, two miles out from Grand Haven We do not hesitate to say that our new stock of SPRING GOODS, is one
fit Van Dyk A Bird’s
j /
harbor, lost week.
of the largest and best selected ever exhibited in this city. In addition to
Kw ublican and Democratic caucuses
Mr. E. De Spelder and Mr. G. J. Piekeour very extensive assortment of Dry Goods in general, we have added
Itere held last night We were unable to
Mr. Wm. Smith, of Beaverdam, sold his
ma,
students at the State Universityare
learn the particulars.
farm last Monday. We wonder if Mr.
home enjoying their spring vacation. I/
Smith is not going to introducesome par
—***All fool’s day, April 1st. Look out for
acceUanct
“horse flesh” in this locality.
A petition, for the pardon of Sergt.
“drives” or you will hare to All someMason, has been started in this city. The
body’s mouth with a cigar.
We inadvertentlycommitted an error
signers are numerous, and are of all classes
last week, in stating that the suspended which we offer at exceedingly low prices.
According to the report of the City of citizens.
students of Hope College, were “requtsted”
Among other BARGAINS, wo offer several cases of Worsted DRESS
Treasurerof Grand Haven, the ’’Saratoga
It is stated on good authority the C. & to pursue their studies again. We should
of the West” is financially “flying very
GOODS, 20 inches wide at 15o fully worth 25c. A handsome line of new
W. M. Ry. company, will occupy the have stated that they were "permitted."
light.”
Ginghams, large plaids, Dress styles, 10c sold everywherefor 12ic. 10
entire first floor of the opera house in MusMr. A. M. Kanters, the regular nominee cases of handsome Spring Prints, warranted fast colors, 4^0 a yard.
Last Wednesday morning at three kegon, as general offices.
for Alderman, for the Fourth Ward, on
o’clock, the residence of Mr. Wm. Walker,
Our assortment in every Department is immense, and our prices canthe
Union Ticket, has declined. At a
List of letters remaining in the poston South Division street, Grand Rapids,
office at Holland, Mich., March 80, 1882: Ward Caucus, held Thursday evening at not be beat by any house in the State.
was totally destroyedby fire.
John De Graff, C. Gregeory, Irena Retan. the residence of Mr. C. Landaal, Mr. Jelte
Agent for Mme. Demorest’s Reliable Paper Patterns.
/The schr. Joses is expected to leave this \
Reidsema was nominated for the office.
Wm. Verbekk, P. M.
f pprt next Monday. The injury sustained J
Mr. O. Breyman, the genial agent for
I during the recent thunder storm has been J Mr. H. L. Green, a New York Law-

Butter is 80

cts. a

pound and

scarce at

mill.

-

-

CAOPETS&FLOOROIL CLOTH

<

1

-

ever.

I fully repaired and she floats as gracefully
\JU

'yer. will deliver a free lecture in

s

Lyceum

Hall, next Thursday evening. Subject:
“The Religion of Deeds w.

Once more four lights of glass have been
broken in the front of Esquire Fair-

The

Religion

of Creeds.

the A. M. Express Co. in this city,

now

sums

less than $5,

5 cents; sums less than $10,

Scents. This

the following rates:

•hould be looked into and woe be to the
oflenders if once within the clutches of the

Verwey on ninth

law.

It

bank’s office. This systematic persecution/

street,

near the tannery.

was promptly extinguished by

Association of Galesburg, HI., limited to

week looking

O. O. F., was in
after the interest

Mjr.

it will take

following are the subjects of dis-

course in tbe English Churches in this city,

line established by Mr.

for

to-morrow’sservices:

Hope Church— Rev. D. Van

Ed. J. Harrington,

Pelt, Pastor.

Neuralgia Drops,

continue the business as usual. Morning, “A More Excellent Name.”
Mr. Serler made a bona fide purchase, all Evening, “A little lower than the Angles.”

and

will

-

management. There

is $3,132.99 in the

to the credit of the city.

this

-

ers the complete laws as passed

by

-

ice.

week, furnishes its readthe

\/

Mr. H. Van der Weyden, of Grand
Rapids, was in town Thursday and paid
the News a visit, Mr. Van der Weyden

Legislature at its recent special session. reports bis familiar brands of cigars, the
The laws passed are of particular interest. P. O. and Little Fred, as increasingin
The tax law especially is a measure in

popularity. ^

which the people have a
and should be rend by

vital concern,
Dr. Kremers was called to attend a case

all.

last

Tuesday, of

a child

thorities of Lincoln Park,

of Chicago.
They have also under consideration, a
contract for private parties in South
Chicago. The firm have commenced

a large and complete assortment

of dress goods. We advise our readers
to give

him

a call

where. Look

before purchasing else-

Is the only sure core for the destruction of the
Pin Worm, end It aleo takes the Stomach and Tape
Worm. No physic Is necessary.Price, only 28
)argglsts. Be.
cents per bottle. For sale by allDt
ware of connterfelte.

out for advertisementnext

FOR SALE BT* ALL

3DRTTGJ GUSTS.

In the Circuit Court of our county last

case.

moned

V

Price 50c per bottle.

from

in addition to the regular panel,

whom

to select a jury to serve in the

GEO. G. STEKETEE,

St.,

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Otto Breyman

iphceitix:
Planing Mill

89 Monroe

case of tbe People w. John Aulguire.This

respondent, ns will be remembered,is
charged with the murder of his mother

.and his

Sole Proprietor.

Loveless Green.
Among these jurors we find tbe names of
Engbertus Van der Veen, of this city, and
abilily,and deservesa good
Henry Van den Beldt, of the Town of
stepfather—

-Dealer in-

In rebuildingour

Holland.

On Thursday afternoon last, Mrs. M.

the Mohawk vMohr

died very suddenly) while engaged

Grand Rapids. Messrs. Brower & in her household duties. Mrs. Mohr was
Doesburg have made a contract with the highly esteemed among her friends and
association, to run a boat to the Park, acquaintances,and has but recentlyreto connect with the trains and will put covered from typhoid fever— which distheir new boat on the route about June ease had previously attacked nearly every

Club, of

A Union Caucus was held

last

WednesMachineryof

day evening,and was called to order by
Mr. A. M. Kanters, who

moved

which was carried. Mr. Geo. H.

Good:,
afternoon at 1 o’clock. can better be imagined than described,
by creating a “double header,” this sug1 have engaged the services of Mr. N.
spent in debating on when you think of the fact that typhoid
gestion was made as a motion and after H. Reynolds, of Chicago, an expert
the question of an adjournment of ten days fever lingeredfor months in his family
some debate, voted down. A motion was mechanic, who will do the repairing of
proposed by Rev. Dr. Phelps, which was and concluded by taking off his beloved
watches, so that our work can be warthen made that the convention proceed to
ranted.
voted down. The Classes then adjourned wife.
the nomination of the various city officers

Monday
The afternoon was

Re-Sawing Done.
WE HAVE

Session Inst

following morning at 9 o’clock.

Tuesday morning at the hour appointed,
the Classis was called to order and

We

clip from the Brazoria (Texas) Inde-

the pendent the following which is very

com

had in plimenthry,it gives us pleasure to pubthe case of the consistoryof the First lish the success attainedby our popular
Reformed Church was read. When they towsmen, Mr. L. T. Kanters; in his temminutes of the proceedingsthus

far

to be elected this year,

The

which was carried.

following ticket was then placed in

nomination: Mayor, John Roost; Supervisor,

H.

Kommcr Schaddelee;Clerk, George

Sipp; Treasurer, Cornells Landaal;

who

OB

A suggestion was made by Mr. J. Dijkema,

Jewelry, Watches,

until the

satisfy all

Planing, Matching,

Sipp and F. J. Ort were chosen as clerks.

member of Mr. Mohr’s family in detail. “that the two persons receiving the highest
1st, or sooner if the weather will^pcrmit.
Mrs. Mohr reachejLlhe age of 39 years number of votes for nomination to the
The Classis of Holland met in special ^andjjnonthsv/flie feeling of Mr. Mohr city offices be placed on the ticket,” there- Silrtmn, nitdim, mi Futy

*

Approved Pattern! t

the mott

And we are confidentwe can
want

that Mayor

Roost be choosen chairman of the meeting,

new ehop we have purchased
entirely new

his

contract of building ten skiffs,after the

those belonging to

ceived

jurors from the county at large to be sum-

house.

providing it te need according to direction.

an inspection at least. He has also re

tbe ProsecutingAttorney, ordered fifteen

then average

of

and best
and well worth

passed. The Doctor was very appropriate-

Michigan. tfh^colitTTrcr for buifding a

model

assorted stock in the city

ly “too busy” at that time to attend the

dock

Anderson. Mr. Hower is busy on

on the way. This will

give Mr. Harrington the largest

Monday, the Judge, upon application of

—

was awarded to Mr.

is

NEURALGIA,

and

bupposed that the age of witchcraftwas

Mr. John A. Stevenson,who gave an
entertainment
in Lyceum Hall a short
have men cutting brush in this locality.
time
ago,
will,
at
the request of a number
—
Cait. Bates recently finished a survey of of our citizens, give another one next
Macatawa Park, laid out a site for a hotel, Wednesday evening, Mr. Stevenson is an
cottage grounds and a driveway to L&kfi Elocutionist and Impersonator of more
,

-

latest styles, another large

complete Invoice

We

operations on their present contract and

—

ing of the

i

The only mediclnee need without turning(he
stomach wrong aide oat. 1 warrant the care of

that was thought week.

Messrs. R. Kanters & Sons, have taken by the parents to be bewitched.
another breakwater contract for the au

of 72 feeTfront

STB.

Grand Rapids, Midi.

Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. M.
\/ D. Terwllliger, Pastor. Morning, “DivinA piece of copper weighing 17 pounds,
ity in Humanity.” Evening, “Tbe Gospel
The in coming city officers take the
was found on the beach of Lake Michigan
and
the poor man.”
“reins of government”with a full Treasnear Saugatuck lately. A theory is ad
ury. Much praise Is due the out-going
vanced that it was carried there from the
Mr. E. J. Harrington has received a
tdministration for their judicial financial
Lake Superior copper regions in cakes of large invoice of spring and summer cloth-

The News,

BRONSON

reports to the contrary notwithstanding.

of the Association.

bank

Sc

STEKCTXE’S:

The

Mr. John Serler has bought the dray

agent for the Covenant Mutual Benefit

this

OOR- O-A-NAL

time.

^annery employees.

town

WURZBURG.

the

Mr. O. L. Deming, of Grand Rapids,

I.

W.

method of sending money, will, we prewas dict* become the most popular of any

Last Thursday afternoon a fire
discovered in the house owned by Mr. H. system yet introduced,but

the members of the

F.

is

prepared to issue money orders at

All

DIRTST

A

STEAM

KILIsT

IKD TUI

DRYING OF LUMBER WK till ALL
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
the Goods are warrantep
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,

to bejust as represented.

Or anythtngtn oar line manufactured on short
notice.

I will

also keep on hand a fall line of

88-ty

WKRKMAN

A VAN ARK.

SPECTACLES

Marshal, Pieter Kooing; Justice of tbe
GUM'S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
proceeded to examine the witnessesthat porary southern home: “There has been
Peace, Henry D. Post; Members of the
—and a—
TRAOC MARK The Great Rq-TRAOI M]
had been subpeened to testify as to the some uupleasent changes in the manage
gllah Remedy,
Board of Education, R. Kanters and
PENS.
an anfallinscnre
tlleged secession. The witnesses were raent of the harbor work, especially the
for acmlnalweak
Johannes Dijkema. The ward nominaretirement
of
Mr.
Lane
Kanters.
*
#
new, 8 permasix in number, and their examination ocCome
and
examine
our
stock.
No
tions made areas follows: First Ward,
torrhea, ImpoAs
a
token
ot
the
high
regard
in
which
he
trouble
to
show
Goods.
cupied the entire day. In tne evening
tency, and all
John A. Ter Vree, Alderman ;Chas. Odell,
0. BREYMAN.
Diaeaaec that folthe Classes, with closed doors, proceeded is held, a silver cream pitcher «nd pie
Constable.Second Ward, Wilhelm Butkau,
low a* aaequence.
Holland, Mich., Jan. 1, 1381. 48-ly
knife
were
presented
him
with
the
followto deliberate on the testimony taken, for
—
of Self A biue a*
. _
Alderman; John Van den Berg, Constable.
the purpose of arriving at a decision as to ing inscription: “Presentedto L. T.
Let none fail to attend the free concert linn TA»iM.feK,S22:MtoT*U»gThird Ward, Reindert E. Werkraan,
whether they were guilty of “schism” and Kanteis and wife by enployees on the Alderman; Pieter Konlng, Constable. of “Leslie's Quartette Company” at tude. Pain in tbe Back, Dlmnees of Vision, Premature Old Age, and many other Dlaetiea that
“contumHcy” or not. The lesult of their breakwaterat Velasco.”
to Inaanltyor Consumptionand s PremaFourth Ward, A. M. Kanters, Alderman; M. E. Church, Monday evening. At the lead
tare Grave.
deliberation is, that they have deposed
QT^Foll
particulars In oar pamphlet, which we
close
of
which
tbe
terms
for
musical
conPieter Braam, Constable. The meeting
desire to send free by mall to every one. The
ITEMS.
the consistory and appointeda committee
was a quiet and orderly one for so Urge a vention will be stated.
Bpeciflc Medicinele sold by all drog(Ut at ft per
to organize the “members that were loyal
package, or elz packages for 15, or will bo sent
caucus, and credit is due for the dispatch
Wb call the attention of our readers to free by mill on receipt of the money, Ly adThe FIouf Mill of H. A G. Keppcl has
to the Church and recognized the constituwith which the nominationswere made.
dresilng THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.
the advertisement of Mr. F. W. Wurzburg,
No. 106 Main Street. Buffalo,N. Y.
tion.” A meeting was held last Thursday been abut down for a few days for repairs.
For Sale In HollandbyUeber Walrb. 8S-ly
who has lately added carpets and oil cloths
evening, composed of the committee of
The firm of A. C. Roozenraad & Sons,
to his large stock of attractions. Give
Classes and the “loyal members,” for the
The friends in the fourth ward, who have
furniture dealers, has been dissolved, A.
him a call when visiting Grand Rapids.
purpose of electing the /church officers,
nominated me for Alderman, will please
C. Roozenraad retiring. Tbe business will
IN PRICES IN THE
with the following result: H. Broek, J. H.
accept my thanks for the offer tendered.
A caucus was held in the Townhouse,
be continued under the firm name of Chris.
Wilterdink and G. Wakker, Elders; J. A.
Roozenraad & Bro. They have lately Present press of duties and necessary ab- Township of Holland, last Saturday afterTer Vree, A. Vennema and A. M. Kanters,
sence from the city during the larger por- noon and the following “double header’’
built a warehouse 24x40 ft. and are now
Deacons. This action virtually ends the
abundantlyable, with their large and well tion of the next fiscal term, have obliged was placed in nomination:Supervisor,
ecclesiasticalportion of the great trouble,
selectedslock, to meet the demands of me to decline. A vacant chair would do an Wlepke Diekema, Gerrlt J. Van Duren;

FULL LINE OF GOLD

•

_

—

;

_

ZEELAND

A

CARD.

GREAT REDUCTION

JEWELRY STORE

that has befallen the

members of

the First

injusticeto the office and myself.

Township Clerk, Isaac Marsilje, Daniel
Junker; Township Treasurer, Blartin
now, in all probability, go to the civil
Wb desire to call the attention of our
Pelon, John Ten Have; School Inspector,
courts for adjudication.It is proper to Postmasterto tbe fact that Uie business of
for one year, RenseA. Hyms, Diik Van
state in this connection, that the attorneys his office has outgrown its present quar8th Street, HOLLAND, MICH.
Loo; School Inspector,for two years,
retained by the respective parties are for ters, and by enlarging tiie aany^ would finest grove of any residence in the city. Hendrik Van Eyk, Arend Visscher; HighLarge quantity of fruit— such as choice
the “majority,” Messrs. J. C. Post, of this make it more convenient for the public;
peaches, grapes, plums, cherries,currents, way Commissioner, Dirk Miedema, George
Clocks which have been sold for $4, arc
city and Judge W. B. Williams, of Alle- also a money order department would be tame blackberries,tame red rasptierries,
H. Souter; Township Drain Commissioner,
now
for sale at $8. The entire stock on
gan; for the “minority” Messrs. Taggert, highly appreciatedby our citizens.We and the choicest strawberries— on the lot. Frederick L. Souter, Hendrik Geerls;
band will be sold at that rate. Plated
Justice
of
the
Peace,
Hendrik
Van
Eyk,
Stone A Earle. We hope that prompt hope to see his honor show his “Republi- The house is two-story— 8 rooms— brick
ware, Spectacles, etc., etc., will be sold at
foundation. Title perfect. Terms easy. Isaac Verlee; Constables,Charles R.
cost for the next 60 days.
action will be taken to end this disagree can go abend principle” in this matter and
Nicholi,
Dirk
Van
Loo,
Hoelof
De
Haan,
Inquire of tbe owner,
their constantly increasing trade.

Ref. Church of this city, and the case will

A.

M. Kanters.

J.

able agitation as soon as practicable.

keep up with the enterprise of our village.

8-2

w.
.

OTTO

/

J.

DOESBURG.

Baatiaan Rosbacb.

Oct.

ALBERS,

15.

1881.

87-ly

J

her

sat, the color bfTpeony; and" Took
^
relative had disoSvered them— a
hand.
successfulman of businesswith whom
“ Amy,” he said, “ confidencefor ocnAlone upon the tocky cllf
they had never had any communication bj
That loom* above the bay,
fldehce ; you have introducedme to your
for many years. He had offered them
The Bal'Or’* bride awalte the ebip
My life is hippy enough. I have at assistance, and for tome time their bur
future husband. Let me make known
g°
That bore her love away.
least learned the great secret that the
to you— my future \rite."— Belgravia.
when
I
think
of
it.
den had been greatly lightened by his
Each day behold* her on the height,
man who works is happier than the man aid, though they still worked for
Had his successful rival whom his
Scanning
ritt the we-lern aea,
who doesn’t. I like my work, and I themselves and preserved their inde- heated imagination had conjured up
If haply in her vision!# ken
thinV I shall. succeed in it."
A well-known sail may be.
An Ex-CootF* Story.
pendence as much as they could. Their stood before him in veritable flesh and
“What do you mean by succeed ?”
blood, as he stood there with extended
relative’s help had. been continued for
And, as*ebo olaepe her enow-ahite hand#
To the Editor of the Brooklyn JSagle :
“ I think I shall make a little name
And prayeth at'cuky,
some time, they suspecting no ulterior hands olenohed before him, his life would
A late United States Consul at one of the
She fbriu** » picture wondrous fair,
for myself and be well thought of by my
not
have
been
worth
a
pin’s
purchase.
motive, when one day he proposed to
English inland ports, who is now a private
Of .ove and constancy.
fellow- workers in ^ime, and. that J shall
the aunt for the hand of the girl. The With a stong effort he controlled him- resident of New York, relates the Mowing
be able to lead my own life in my own aunt made no definite reply, merely self and went on after a vain attempt to interestingstory. He objects, for private
TV created Wnvel'they sob add nioan
Upon t|ie tone* b»- ow;
promisingto use her influence on his moisten his dry lips with his drier reasons,to having his name published, but
l .< And eyry mi^ »|ndHdp tho.cllffy
“ Ymir ambition is morei modest Jban
authorizes the writer to substantiate his
'J
behalf. The offer was refused — and re- tongue.
it used to be, Jaok.b
“You see,” he said. “If the mere statement,and, if necessary, to refer
fused. I believe, Atnv, for
and
Her love n:iy s'eep lieueaththe deep,
“ Xes,” answered Jack, with a sad
thought of such things has such an ef- to him, in his private capacity, any perWrecked by tn« angry gale
smile,
"a good deal more modest, I he withdrew his assistance and left them fect upon me what would their reality son seeking such reference. Deferring
But anil with hopeful eyes she waits
to fight their way as best they could.
don’t know anything better that could
to his wishes, I hereby present his slato, ,'I'he coming of,hts sail.
She told me all tiiis quietly and calmly be? I must go away and leave you. ment in almost the exact language in which
happen to a man who Buffered under too
It
is
the
only
thing
to
be
done.
1
have
The changful years can never snake
as we walked together. I can tell you
he gave it
C. M. Farmer,
high a notion of his abilities than to be
Her loving constancy;
what she said, but what actor could hope no right to persecuteyou with my pro1690 Third avenue, New York.
And whoso wins such love as hen*,
thrown on fiis resources in the London
testations,
and
so
long
as
I
remain
here
1
to imitate the calm, despairing resigna• Supremelyblest is he.
“ On my last voyage home from England,
press world. One can’t turn a corner
must speak.”
some three years ago, in one of the Canard
without coming across a dozen cleverer tion of her voice Jand manner? I told
He paused, perhaps expecting some steamers, I noticed one morning, after a few
fellows than one’s self. A man who her that if she would put her destiny
FflR LOYID’S SAKE.
into my hands she should never kijow a answer, but she was silent.
days out of port, a young man hobbling about
starts with sneh ambitionsas I had when
-'W;
“Go^d-by," he said, extending his on the upper deck, snpportedby crutchesand
want I could supply. I told her that I
When John Jackson ^returned, after a I started, and who keeps them after such
seeming to move with extreme difficultyand
loved her, and had loved her since the han(l
three year’s absence, to Wyeland, he a three years’ experience- as I have had,
“ What if I will not say good-by ?”
no little pain. He was well dressed and of
first moment I had seen her. I pleaded
found fcW both hia,. ^oiqnt, , home and u pretty fikely,-Jt should say* to be hard — all in vain. Her place, she said,
countenance, but his
He withdrew his hand with a quick exceedingly-handsome
himpeil had tlndergohfe more changes worthy of his own opinion."
limbs
were
somewhat
emaciated
and his face
catch
of
his
breath.
was with hpr aunt, ‘to whom she owed
•, “..give jqujixpmy f hands in Lon“What if I asked you oot to go, but very sallow and bore the traces of long sufeverything, and she would never consent
fering. As he seemed to have no attendant
believe'* lAiave* ai many friends, to cripple me by adding the burden of
^°Again he made no answer, but stood or companion, he at once attractedmy symtheir
poverty
to
my
own.
I
argued
he extended to it. There were new Amy, as any man who ever lived ; real against her Resolution— all in vain. She looking at her through the dark, breath- pathies,and I went up to him as he leaned
against the tnffmil looking out on the (Mimnames above the low-browed doors jn the friends, I »mean. I shall never be able
was adamant. She said, frankly and ing heavily.
ing track which the steamer was making.
JteMSglingHigh street, and, new faces to repay the kindness I have received
“I do ask you to remain,” she said,
freely, that she returned my affection,
4 Excuse me, my young friend,’ I said,
from
some
of
them.
They
are
splendid
• %SKth^Jhkm‘
'’ilife’'d^p peace of the
bnt she begged me to believe that any rising, “ and to forget the answer I have touching him gently on the shoulder, ‘ you
_oace traRquh. fields which ringed the lit- fellows. Most of them might be more
given you.”
appear to be an invalid and hardly able or
morar. ' and all of them miglitTSe more renewal of my proposal would only in''tle town was troubled ’Gy'The incursions
She had expected some wild outbreak strong enough to trust yourself unattended
crease
her
trials.
I longed to offer her
industrious;
buttl*jy
cojild'not
be
more
of navigator and collier. Coal had l>een
assistance, but I dared not do it, and of passion in answer to these words. on an ocean voyage ; but if you reouire any
found upon the Heath estate, and black- g<ai*»oaSjfrnorebejpftil,more hayipyr
she left me, begging me to make no at- But all he did was to throw one arm assistanceI am a robust and healthy man
ened
}) and 1 heaps of their friends’succfeks/I believe firmly,
tempt to follow her. For days after I about and press her to the heart whose and shall be glad to help you.’
unsightly refuse
hideous Amy, that if yon -want friendship and all
44 4 Yon are very kind” ne replied, in a weak
haunted the spot on which we parted, quick "throb was audible in the utter
the heart
rural solitude. The the virtu req^fT breedR,* jou must come
voice, 4 but I require no present aid beyond
and
at
last I saw her. She told me she stillnessof the night, and so for a momy crutches,which enable me to pass from
purling brook ii^ Tyiich he had to Bohemjf/forflieiii^I don’t want to
ment they stood.
disparagofifeapeotability^
but it does had secured an engagement as companion
my stateroom up here to get the^ benefitof
“
There
is
one
thing
of
which
I
must
the sunshine and the sea breeze.’
seem to itiethat 4^0011/’ a man begins to a maiden lady, and she left London
next day. I renewed my pleadings— warn yon," Amy continued. “ If I come
44 ‘You have been a great sufferer,no doubt,’
to
pay
inepme
tax
he
loses
his
sympaf7^S?al 4om hWhfwt reaped .Milired
to you, it is with no more than tho I said, and I judge that you have been afstill in vain. ‘ I asked for a souvenir
thies.” ’ *
to recognizehim, and were painfully inclothes I wear. 1 do not do you the inflicted with that most troublesome disease—
“I have heard that theory before," some little trifle by which to remember
differentin their greetings when his
justice to think that you love mo for rheumatism, whose prevalence and intensity
her—
and
she
gave
me
a
photograph.
I
said
Amy.
“
But
you
may
find
friendidentitywas recalled to their minds.
what you think I shall bring von ; but seem to be on an alarming increase both in
have never seen her since.”
His old sweetheartswere all either mnr- ship outside Bohemia, Jack. I don’t
I must, in justice to myself and you, tell England and America.’
There
was
silence for a moment, brokknow that my sympathieshave degen’ ried or engaged, and, oppressed by the
you this. This property is mine so long
44 4 You are right,’ he answered ; ‘ I have
en only by the twitter of the leaves in
dignity of present or coming matron- erated at all, although I pay income tax,
been its victim for more than a year, and,
as
I
remain
single.
When
I
marry
it
the garden without.
hood, would flirt no more. Some were or, at least, Mr. Sampson pays it for
after failing to find relief from medical skill,
“A woman worth loving,’’said Amy, passes to the next of kin, John Jaekson.
even dead. All these tfemga saddened me.”
You
knew
my
uncle, and how strange have lately tried the Springs of Carlsbad
when she could trust her voice.
and Vichy. But they hu\e done me no good,
“ You will never be anything but what
him, abd the happy bAyhoodw three
He heard the words, and knew noth- his ideas were upon many subjects. If and I am now on my return home to Misshort years ago seemed to be centuries you have always been, Amy, the dearest
you
choose
to
take me, penniless as I
ing bnt what they told him. Filled
souri to die, I suppose. I shall be content
girl in the world.”
away.
am. I am
Simple and chivalrous soul as he was, with his own thougnts,he had none to
He bent over her, murmuring inartic- if life is spared to me to reach my mother’s
“ I really do feel dreadfully old,” he he could not have conceived a more read the heart of the woman who
presence. She is a widow and I am her
ulate words of passionate love. What
said to his cousin Amy, as they sat to- cruel torment than the tone of voice spoke — and speech is surely, in many
only
....
did he care for lands or money ?
“There was a patfios in this speech which
gether in the dusk, “ qu te natriarchal. and form of words wherein he spoke. ways, the weakest dialect of human lan“I have enough for both," he said. affected me profoundly and awakened in me
I must have known Adam and Noah, and Gratitudeand tender regard and playful
“ Let it go without another thought"
a deeper sympathy than I had felt before. I
been a personal friend of ^Abraham^ affection were all expressed there, and ^^Have you the photograph with yon?"
“Egad," said a voice, at which they had no words to answer him, and stood
only Tve forgotten all about them. yet the tears welled up in the girl’sheart she asked, presently.
both started. “I seem to have got out silently beside him watching the snowy wake
Everything heYe is so altered; both as she listened, and, bat that they were ‘ He took it from his pocket and gave
of the ship. While thus standingmy
of the frying-paninto the fire."
place and people seem changed com- held resolutely back, , would have it into her hand, which trembled a little
thoughts reverted to a child — a 10-year-old
“Good
evening,
Mr.
Quodling,”
said
pletely. A* I remember onyself, . three dimmed ttier eyes that regarded their as she took it She walked to the winboy— of a neighbor of mine residingnear my
years ago, I was rather a favorite here, idol through the fast-gatheringgloom. dow to examine it by the faint light Amy, calmly. “You couldn’t have consulateresidence,who had been cured of a
come at a luclrier moment"
and now nobody seems to remember or She was silent, feiring to trust her voice that yet filtered through the leaves.
stubborn case of rheumatism by the use of
“I am glad to hear it,” returned Mr. St. Jacobs Oil, and I remembered that the
“
What
is
her
name
?’’
she
asked.
to take any interest in me. I suppose — an^ Jack, too, held his peace for a
Quodling,with a short fat laugh. . “ I steward of the ship had told me the day be“ I shall never speak her name again,
it is stupid, though natural, to expect td
little time. , v J l
was beginning to think I was very much fore that he had cured himself of a very
Amy.
Do
not ask me."
find things as ydufeft them.”“You were always my confidante in
in the way. There’s a couple in the severe attack of the gout in New \ork just
“ 0»r j« r#lm# trop poor qu# J# di#
“And do you find me changed?" the old time, Amy,” he said presently.
Qui J’o## aimar,
parlor, your cousin John and Miss Stan- before his last voyage by the use of the same
asked Amy.? fCf *
'1
“ A man must have somebody to tell Ins
Et je veux mourlr pour m# ml#
remedy. I at once left my young friend and
ley, in a state of most complicated mis• “ More than anybody or anything secrets to, at least I must, and should
Sans 1# pommer,”
went below to find the steward. I pot only
ery,
chiefly
due,
I
think,
to
my
appearelse."
quoted Amy, with an attempt at a laugh
really like to tell you a little story.”
ance. So I relieved ’em of my company found him off duty, but discovewd'thnt he
“ Not disagreeably,,I hope V'
She waited, more than evei afraid to which was hardly a success, “ But suphad a brittleof the Oil in his locker, which
and came out here ; and, by Jove ! what
“ Not disagreeablyat all. Quite the speak, rind he went on, taking ner silence pose I know it ?’r
he bad carried across the ocean in case of
the moon in, Tescam ?”
another attack. He readily parted with it
contrary. * You were a girl when I left for consent : “How could you know it?” asked quarter’s
Mr. Quodling was the one solicitor on my representation, and, hurrying up again,
you, audinow you aie a woman— and a
“ Yon have heard of Mrs. Farnaby, Jack.
and land surveyor of the district,and I soon persuaded the young man to allow
“Because, lam a witch,” answered
very pretty woman, iob, Amy."
the authoress ? A friend of hers took
was a widower and misogynist having me to take him to his berth and apply the
Amy, “and knowevery thing. .-“Come,
“ Ah !’’ said the girl, with a laugh and me to one of her evening receptions and
expended the whole of his admiration of remedy. After
doing —
so I covered
him up
#*.»***
— ----a half sigh, “you are not changed, I introducedme, and she was kind enough will yon tell me or shall I tell you ?”
the fair sex, at least according to local Bnngly iu bed and reciueHtedhim not to get
“Tell me."
•see.”
to give me a standing invitation for the
report, upon the composition of the epi- up until I should see him again. That even“What do yon say to Ada Stanley?”
“I am afraid I am, though," answered season. It was the one house that was
ing I returned to his stateroom and found
taph of Mrs. Quodling, deceased.
) his feet thunderstruck
;
Jack rose to
-------John. “The three years that have open to me in London, and I cannot tell
him sleeping peacefullyand breathinggently.
“Mr.
Tescam,”
said
Amy,
ignoring
made a woman of yon have made a man you how dear those evenings were to bnt before he could speak a light step
I roused him and inquired how he felt.
the solicitor’sflippancy,“has done ms
of me. One is a man at three and twen- me, and how they stood out from the was heard advancing along the gravel of
4 Like a new man,’ he answered, with a gratethe garden path, and a female form the honor to request my hand." (Mr. ful smile. 1 feel no jiain and am able to
ty, I suppose ?”
rest of the dreary week. One night I
Quodling whistled.) “I nave accepted stretch mv limbs without difficulty. I think
“ I suppose so.” said Amy, with anfound myself seated next to a young darkened the window.
his proposal, and have informed him of
I’ll get up.’
No, don't get up to-night,’I
“
The
lady
herself,
’’
continued
Amy,
other sigh. “Ah! the deter old days l lady whom I had not seen before. She
the clause in my uncle’s will which pro- said, hut let me mb you again with the
“just
in
the
nick
of
time.
Miss
Ada
We shall never see them again, Jack !”
struck me particularlyby reason of a
vides that the property I at present hold Oil, and in the morning you will be able to
“We may see happier, Amy, though strong likeness I saw, or fancied I saw, Stanley,Mr. John Jackson.”
_ _ „ - m w
TV
goes, on my marriage,to my next of kin, go above.’ ‘All right.' he said, laughing.
A
light
knock
came
at
the
door,
and
a
they will be spent apart"
in her to you. I spoke to her on some
rI then annlied the Oil again, rubbing his
He could not see the pained look upon commonplacetopic, and we fell into a neat and rosy-cheekedcountry lass ent- my cousin John, of course,
knees, ankles and arms thoroughly, until
Mr.
Quodling
stared
blankly
at
the
his companion’s face as she looked to- conversationthat lasted the whole even- ered the room, bearing in her hand a
he said he felt as if ho had a mustard poulA
...
ward him through the gathering dusk, ing, until she went away in the company lamp. She was followed by a middletice all over his body. I then left him.
“
Mr.
Tescam
is
quite
content
witn
and, in his distraction,did not notice of an elderly lady, who seemed to be her aged man, tall and strongly built, and
The next morning when I went upon deck
the arrangement,” proceeded Amy, with
her quickened breathing.
for a breezy promenade, according to my
chaperone, or guardian, or companion, dressed in dark gray broadcloth. A no“ Why should they be spent apart ?” whatever the phrase is. She was there ticeable man, with a peculiar set expres- a calmly business-like aspect ; “so that custom, I found my patientwaiting for me
you will considerthe matter settled and with a smiling face, aiul without his
she asked, presently. “ Could not your the next night and every night after, and sion on his face.
crutches, althoughhe limped in his movework be as well done here as in Lon- we were there together a good deal. I
“Good evening, Mr. Tescam." said take the necessary steps.”
“ Why, what on earth
”
began ments, bnt without pain. I don’t think I
Amy.
“
You
know
my
cousin,
I
think.”
don ?”
assure you honestly, Amy, that until the
<Mr. Tescam bowed and extended his Quodling, with a bewildered face ; but ever felt so happy in my life. To make a
“ Quite as well Perhaps better.
season came to a finish,and Mrs. Famlong story short, 1 attended him closely
hand
toward John, who took it mechan- Tescam cut him short
'‘Then why not stay? Oh, Jack, aby’s receptions ceased for the year, I
during the rest of the voyage— some four
“Miss
Jackson
has
stated
the
cace
'don't refuse l The house and the farm had no notion of my real feelings toward ically, without removing his eyes from
days — applying the Oil every night, and
quite
correctly,”
said
he,
“and
I
hope
are my own, now uncle has gone. You the girl. But it struck me suddenly, as Ada, who stood trembling juat within
there will be no more delay thai^ nec- guarding him against too much exposure to
Tcnow how welcome you are. I have I was dressing for the last of the even- the window.
the fresh and damp breezes,and, on landing
“ I was just thinking of taking a stroll essarv.”
•more than lean ever wanty ..Mr. Samp- ings, that I was in love with her, I
at New York, he was able, without assist“ But I protest,” said Mr. Quodling,
son says the last year’s income Was over went to tfie house with the intentionof in the garden, Mr. Tescam,” went on
ance, to mount the hotel omnibus,and go
“against
my
client
robbing
herself
six hundred. What can I do with all
to the Astor House. I called on him two
doing something decisive— what, I did Amy; “ if you would favor me with vour
’’
days later, and found him actually engaged
that? Stay here, Jack, and let ns re- not know myself. She did not come. I arm, I’ve no doubt my cousin and Miss in
“ Don’t trouble yourself to protest at in packing his trunk, preparatoryto starting
vive old times."
waited the whole evening, hoping for Stanley will be able to amuse themall, Mr. Quodling,” said Amy. Then in
West for his home that evening. With a
“ No,( Amy. Don’tthink xneproud or her appearance,long after all reasonable selves for a little time without our help.”
The stranger offered his arm with a a rapid undertone : “ Be quiet and bright and grateful smile he welcomed me,
ungrateful.But I must not be a pension- chance had passed, and at last went
say nothing. What business hi it of and. pointing to a little box carefully done
er even on your bounty, and that is what home feeling as 1 had never felt before. formal and rather old-fashioned courtnp in thick brown paper, which stood upon
yours?"
esy,
and
they
left
the
room
together
and
jt would'—”
I could not work or sleep for thinking
the table, he said 4 My good friend, can you
passed
up
the
garden
walk
in
silence.
sue
moved
away
with
Tescam,
and
' “Jack l” said the girl, in a pained of her.
guess what that is?’ ’‘A present for your
They reached the rustic bench beneath left Quodling plante la.
/tone.
Nearly four months passed before I
* ‘No,’ he
laughed
weetheart,’* I answered.
----0
“Is the woman mad?” gasped the lawthe drooping branches of an aspen, and
— that is a dozen bottles of St. Jacobs Oil,
“ That is what it would be, Amy ; saw her again. I was walking in the Rehere Amy quitted her oompanion’sarm yer, “or is it a dream? There’s no such which I have just purchasedfrom Hudnut,
'there is no other name for it. No; I gent’s park, late one afternoon in Deprovision in the will at all— J know it by the druggist, across the jvay, and I am taking
most go back to London and work. I cember. There was lialf- frozen snow and took her seat
“ You have something to say to me," neart.”
them home to show my good mother what
vean see my way to bread and cheese on the ground, and more in the sky
He stopped as though struck by an has saved her son’s life and restoredhim to
she said wearily. All the spnghtliness
now,
get somethingbetter, I waiting to fall. . I was thinking about
of a moment ago had vanished.
idea which aided him in the solution of her in health. And with it I would like to
hope, in a little
her, and I felt doll and miserable. I sat
carry you along also, to show her the face of
“
Yes,"
said
Mr.
Tescam,
slowly.
“I
the difficulty,
The girl roee from her seat and paced down upon a bench and lit my pipe, and
“Well, rm blessed! this is a go!” him, without whom, I should probably
have something to say to yon which is
tried
to
drive
her
from
my
mind
by
the zoom.
never have tried it. If you should ever. 1]
thinking of a story I was writing at the soon said; I have come to say 'good- he wiclaimed. And, having thus relieved
“Jack," aha broke out passionately, tune. But I could think of nothing
his feelings, he followed the couple into visit the little village of Sedalia, in Missouri, T
*y.
,
Charlie Townsend and his mother will wel^‘Ican not bear iti When I think of bnt her. The night was dosing in, and
She could see that the set expression the house.
come you to their little home, with hearts
* you toiling and slaving for bare life in a park-keeper came and told me that of his face, dimly discerniblethrough
“Jack,” said Amy, as she entered on
full of gratitude,and they will show you a
'London while I Hve in comfort here, the gates would soon be closed and I the evening gloom, had deepened, and Tescam’s arm, “I have somethingto bottle of St. Jacobs Oil enshrined in a silver
and every crust I eat and every thread I must go. As I rose to obey, a woman’s that the hand which held the lappel of tell yon which concerns ns both. Sit and gold casket,which we shall keep ns a
; wear bought by money that should bo
still,* Ada— I am by no means sure that
parlor ornament as well as a memento of our
figure fluttered by me. The light was his coat clutchedit hard.
your*. I feel as if I should go mad with dim under the trees, and she passed
it doesn’t concern yon too.”
meeting on the Cunard steamer.’
“ Why good-by ?” she asked.
•shame and anger; Jt is shameful
“ We parted, after an hour’s pleasant chat,
With this preface she repeated what
“It is best, ”|ie said simply, struggling
quickly at some distance. But I knew
“What right had your father to oeggar her. It was she— the girl I- had lost.
hard with some powerful passion which she had already communicated to the with mutual good will and esteem, and a
~ jou to make mo rich? I can’t live here,
few weeks afterward I received a letter from
“ I could not tell you, Amy, how the he could scarce express. “ 8o long as I lawyer, upon whom Jack turned for asand I won't. , Til go.away and work, as story she told, moved me. It was a remain here, so long as I see you, I surance. Mr. Quodling, with his hands him telling me he was in perfect health and
containing many gracefulexpressions of his
I
common-placestory enough, I suppose. must speak, and I know that there is no thrust to the bottom of his pockets and
“You ard/ar too sensible; Amy, lam Her aunt, the lady who had accompan- hope ; I must get away frpm you and his eyes examiningthe ceiling, backed affectionate regarus." — Brooklyn Eagle.
sure, to do anything so ridiculous.And
ied her to Mrs. Farnaby’s, had lost the fight it down. I am trembling now, only Amy’s statement with the internal addiwhatever may have; been my father’s income on which they had lived by a at the pressure of your hand upon my tion, “Lord, forgive me 1 ”
A young nobleman in a frightfulrailfeelings regarding me, I believe he did
Jack sat glaring about him, stnnned
piece of heartless rascality. The injus- arm, the sound of your voice."
way accident missed his valet. Oue of
the best thing possible in leaving the tice was so flagrant that I cannot conThe clutching ‘fingers tightened in by his sudden accession in fortune.
jfarm to you. Nothing; but poverty ceive how the law of any country could their grasp as if they would have stilled
“ Am I mad ? ” he asked, unwittingly the guards came up to him and said
“My lord, we have found your servant,
would ever have made. me work. I am countenance it But legal redr^a was the beating of the heart below.
quoting Mr. Quodling.
.of some use in the -world as it is, and Impossible, according to the highest
“When I think,” he went on, with
“Oh, no,” replied that worthy, “you but he is cut in two.” “Aw, is he?’
said the young man, with a Dundreary
shall be more some
.
opinions, and they were ruined. They his gatheringpassion battling with the are not mod.” He bestowed a glance
' The girl returned to her seat, and had never been noh, bnt they had had strong restraint he had pat upon him- on Amy, as though to say, “That way drawl, but with a trace of anxiety dewaf silent tor some little time. Then enough for comfort,and now they were self; “ when I think that another suitor madness lies, "and turned his eyes again picted on his countenance.“Will you
do good enough to see in which half he
she asked
reduced to complete poverty and were might appear who should be more for- to the ceiling.
“Tell mo your plans and vour life in
has
got the key of my carpet-bag ?" ,
Jack
crossed
the
room
to
where
Ada
tunate
and
whq
should
become
to
ion
all
subsistingas best they could. A far-

away
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Beecher on the Drama.

Happiness.

Independence.
When you

morning form the
resolution to make the day a happy one
to a fellow-creature.Itia easily done;
a left-off garment to a man who needs
k: a kind word to the sorrowful; an entouragingexpreaa^njfto'^lie
’Tnffesin themselves Ughfas air— -will do

old-fashioned virtue of humility

has 0ed before the power of that

dis-

may be

It

rise in the

safely said that the

drama

of

all popular amusements, the one
with the greatest possibilities. It is att
and poetry combined to speak to the

is.
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RVKNIHO’
Homtara.

A PRACTICAL TRKATagreeablequality generally mistaken for
By Prof. HomtAXM.
f tfciffost Dellcau.
iuilependenoe of character. We have
noblest faculty—imaghiation. It can
nothing to say against thiaon^ependemvQ
Im hM b«ea «ar«e
{r&s jftrifflie wearied out of the tumultf
PhyiieUaa bav*
when it is properly ^JWJQtained, and
dous preseht into the remote past ; ena our*.
does not degenerate into insolence ; but
WITH CARDH. Illustrate).
, And able him to forget his own petty cares Jon Mi a* waiowr.afMarion ooanty, W. Tl, write rjlRH'IXN
thiugs ,arq nqt always called by their
boards, fiU oanta.
it will 'in sympathy lor1 ‘the deeper sorrows of o» Uut bia wlfo had Pclmomait Combomption,and
TJ1
OUTl.EDGE'M
__________
YOUNG
_______________
PROPLK’8LIBRA.
Waa pronounerd ntcURABLX by thalr phytlolan, whoa
right nalpaes ; and n great amount of bad
Clear ty pa, paprr orm. Kach twenty
---Arnold, others "excite alike hk- abhorrence for the um of Allan’sLang Btli.m entikei.y cubed »*, XliRY.
in Hirers and insolence passes current in
Unlfonn In sise with tnarranklln Square Library.
Hr write that ho and hla naifhbon think U tho bte
vice and bis’ enthusiasmtof virtue by nedlclno
In tho world.
"all classes of Society^ as independence, reel assured it ujll send you gentl
oblnaow Cruaow. With 40 Illustrations.
WM.
C.
Diooe*.
Marchsnt,
of
Bowline
Groan,
Va,
trpthf
wloo Paalljr Robinson. With M Uloatratlono.
1personal pride or social superiority. It
Writst, Aprd 4th,
4th. 1881,
fell, that ha
bs wants ns tolnow
toknow tthat tho
jiim
-toknesaea1 he ipoaseasess Lrso Balsam bab Cbbed an Mother or Co
Hand lord wad Mertoa. With 100 Illuatratlooo.
langh fid
Ut difficult to define real independence eter^ty.
Grlnai'a Fairy Taira. With 70 HI ultrationa.
stftsrigth
he racks: and
aud
appra ludthe
________
y
tical
sum,
______
of cbaracter ; to tell just what the oomAndrroon’s Fairy Taloa. With ID Llluatratlano.
sends
him
back
to
life
not
only
rested
binatiou of self-resnect,good judgment send one person away happily through
a
Popular Natural Hlotory (Mr Boys. With
and refreshed,but morally invigorated Dr. HxUDin, Dsnti«t,of dnclimaU, w«a thoughtts
Wh Must rations.
and meutal strength is which ffilufes it ;" file day; that ia three hundred anduixtyin tbs
last stage! or Ooxsu
m ptior and was
______
bain
tbsUstaTAaaaor
CoNauupTioRandwaslcdoosd
a
__ A. _ _
.ia__ aw- __
—more
courageous, more chivalric, en- bs
Smf
hy mail, patlpaid, on tttipi ateae priet, ly
five
in
the
course
of
a
year.
Aud
then
by
hia
frisnda
to
Uy
Alim’s
Lana
Balsam
altar
tha
for
but it is easy enough to tell what it is
|A« puhllthm,
mula waa abown him. tVa bays ms latte that it at ones
suppose you live forty years only after- no»ged in purpose. >f
sursd hla sooth, and that ha waa ablo to nanus hM
GKOKGE KOUTLEDOE A RONS.
oauhot
” without a pmotloo.
you commence that course of medicine,
9 Lafaikttk Plack, Niw Yon*. N. Y.
Wm. A. Graham A Co., WbolasaMDrncftita.
Dnmtata,Zani
Zanar
more
VitAl
realization
(5f
the
jKiwer
of
tratUonal amoynli eon be rtmUltd in Po«ag» Stamm*
athiaa Pres man .a
.....
________ ______ _______ revenges you have made 14, GOO people hajVpy— at
ICTlRTWit n R EG_BOH.
impalpable faith and unarmed fidelity; W^ll'Kl.unn Ul» »«u, TCWW
his personal slights in a newspaper, or all events for a time.
nor “ Hamlet” without a nsw' horror for
gratifies dislike of his neighbor by false,
riow the Japanese Value Human tlfe.
AH ALSO—
the most foul spirit of revenge, nor the
imputation of motives,he plays the part
.
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of.tfcowifd,and kaemp courage in him. v
When a passengpr .itretphosIds legs
across a horse-car, or sifs sideways with
his feet in Tub neighbor'sway, and looks
like a thunder-cloud at any one who
stumbles over him, he is simply a nuisance and intensely disagreeable. The
false notion thatjworkfpr an employer is
incompatible witti injilepeude^ceand%
service incompatible with pridfe, have
made immeasurable mischief in the
world. The term servant is now an
obnoxiousone ; we have housekeepers#
and assistants : parlor-girls and tablegirls ; but no servants. In the stores,the
saleswoman who is paid to wait upon you
bristles adgrily if addressed by tier proper title, and announces to your startled
ears the fact that she is a sales/ady. As
you cross the crowded street after leaving the haughty damsel's presence,with
the tinkle of her cheap bangles and
cheaper ear-drops still mingling with
her insolent voice in your memory, you
wonder why the courteousofficer who
conducts you safely over the crossing is
not called a polio- ‘-gentleman ; and
think, in a dazed way, that you must in
future speak of Dinah with due respect
as your washlady, and of Michael as

VEGETABLES.

—

-

Consumption, Coughs, Colds,
from the ^atife papers
be found one which discloseswhat
Croup,
appears to be an Extraordinary miscar- lo” without an invigorated resolution
against
the
tormenting
tyranny
of jeal- AU Dloeaaea •# the Tferwat, Luncw
riage of justice. For some time attempts
Falmonarf OrfAite j
were made to overturn the train neai ousy, nor “ Richard IIL" without an uncraven
dread
of the torturous inflictions
Kioto, by placing large stones on the
of remorse. There-ia nothing in the
pageantry of the amphitheater, in the
of a sihgle individual—pb
prdved physical feats of aftriltes, in the skilled
the work o'f
harmony of passionless instruments, R I* harmlM* to tha moM HKooto chilli
ineffectual,until at last one night he
even
ih the eloquentmusic of the human
K containsno Opium hi any ten*
was caught in flagrante ddrelicto, and
voice
uninterpreted
by
action,
so
powermarched off to jail. It will be noticed
ful in its effect upon human character*
that sentence ha* now been passed upon
a ruffian who more than once attempted for good or ill as the pageantry of the
the destruction of a train, with its living stage, the simulated moral feats of its As aa EIPECTORAKT it has Ko Epal
freight, and the judge has marked his heroes, the skilled harmony of its im•OLD BY ALL MIDICtNI OEALERt
sense of the value of the crime by inflict- passioned acts and utterances. Shaking a tine of two yen and twenty-live speare has greater power and over more
minds than Beethoven.
son, equivalentto five shillings.

of being servants. Everybody is bound
to some kind of service ; everybodyis
dependent upon his fellows ; the veriest
recluse must have food, clothes, and a
shelter ; aud if he can make these himself he is still dependent upon the
courtesy of his neighbor to let him
alone. .* It is impossibleto lie wholly independent, and the attempt might as
well be abandoned. All who live must
do something. Let this fact lie universally
recognized.Let us stop calling insolence*
spirit, rudeness independence,noisy
self-assertion manliness, conceit pride,
and boorishness dignity. Give credit
for good work, whether it is eulogy or a
pudding, and confess that success is doing well that which one undertakes.To
be absolutely independent and free from
service, we repeat, is granted to no one
' ' of
3fl service and of feland even the choice
low-workers is very much limited. To
talk of freedom is in great part sheer
boasting. We are horn in harness ; and
the best we can do is to keep the harness
from chafing, and to make it a help.

FRUITS AND

(Japan)
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are all— saleswoman, policeman, washerwoman aud ashman — equal in the sense
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\rill

your ash-gentleman.Why not? They
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Asthma!
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Blood, aud will completely change the blood In
e&tlre eyatem tn three months. Any person

.

SO

VI K

HOD Y’S CHILD.

,
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scientificmen who have made longevity a study it is almost unanimously agreed
that a fruit and vegeta nlo diet is conducive to
long life and perfect health. And it is among
vhe vegetable kingdom that we find our principal means of restoring health to the invalid,
aud strength to the weak. In olden times,
when centenarianswere common, aud mena of
ot
60 years of age were considered youthful,herb

Among

doctors were the only physicians. Dr. Gnysott’s Yellow Dock and Harsaparilla, with tno
exceptionof oue ingredient, and that is iron,
a vegetable
compound,
and
is not
is etnctly -0 ... .....
-r --------injurious to the moet dolicateinvalid. It* effect on the geueralsystem i* most wenderfuL
It gives real strength to every part of the body,
and its soothing effect iu quietingthe brain
and nervous system is mom remarkable. Its

9

A

little boy, residing in a towq in
this
annoyed Ills
by fre--- —State,
---— parent* by
-

y

IS

On Thirty Dmyv*

MIGHTY,

Quick Conaniuptlon.

an-

nounced that hia “Favonte Prescriptiou’’would
Elm Hall, Midi., Dec. 2, 1881.
positivelycure the many diseases and weaknessPiso’s Cure has been a great fncud to me. I
es peculiar to women, some doubted and conhave used it iu my family for eight years.
tinued to employ the harsh and caustic kcal
When 1 first heard of it I was in the last stage
treatment But the mighty truth gradually of quick consumptionand was ready to die.
became acknowledged.Thousands of ladies Alter taking one bottle 1 was able to work,
employedthe “FavoritePrescription” aud aud am now entirely well.
were speedily cured. By druggist*.
Jeremiah Harrinoton.

He was a shrewd grocer, and when the
lady, who was going to have the sewing
societv, came down for a jug of vinegar,

“ Buchupaiba.”
Quick, complete cure of urinary affections,
smarting,frequent or difficultunnation,kidney diseases. #1 at druggists. Prepaid by
express, $1.25, 6 for $5. E. 8. Wells, Jersey
City, N. J.

filled the jug with whiskey. And
folks quietly asked her where she bought
her vinegar, and the next day the grocer

he

i

couldn’t very well kick, as he had given
them what they had called for, and then
to say anything would be to get laughed
Boston Post.
In the cure of severe coughs,we&k lungs,
of Ccmspitting ot blood, and tho early stages
0 -------lumplion,Dr. Pierce’s “Golden Meuical Discovery ’ has astonished}he medical faculty. While
it cures the severest coughs, it strengthenstho
system aud purijks the blood. By druggists.

—

JONLH A 111. AIR, ATT’YH ti COUNS* I.OHH AT LAW,)
Room* fi and 7, Mills Block, Fourth HL, ^
Dek Moines, Iowa, Aug. 5, 18U0. )
To the Hohnaii Pad Co.
For the past sir years I have suffered from
malarial troubles and inactivity of the liter,
causing indigestion aud headache most of the
time, and at times continuing for fiftmi or
twenty 'lays without relief. 1 have taken al: tho
medicines known. I was recommendedlo use
your Pads. I did so and found absolute relief,
and am frank to say I regard il as a positioe
cure. I now wear one all the time and would
not do without if. JL write this because I feel
this is due you, there beina no longer any question in my mind as tv Uieir merit.

truly,

Inter-

Ocean.

The conveyanceto long distances of
Tub best advice to Catarrh sufferers— write
steam for power or heating purposes has
long been a problem with engineers, and "Dr. C. R. Sykes, 169 Madison street, Chicago,
for full informationof a Bure Cure— Free.
its use has, in many instances, been discarded for compressed air. In fact, the
A brain is a very hungry thing inmeasure of the distance to which steam
deed, and he who posseses it must conmay be caaried with economy is not yet stantly feed it by reading or thinking, or
determined. A suggestion is now made it will shrivel up or fall asleep.
by which owners of establishments in
Ask your druggistfor “Dr. Sykes’ Sure Cure
Which steam is largely used might effect
a largo saving by concentrating their for Catarrh. " Don’t take any other.
boilers in one place adjacent to a railroad
station,or to the shore, or even conatructing a large central boiler, where
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Positive Curs

W. M. Jones.

A Minnesota mob did not lynch the
Evert Rome should contain Eilert’a Extract
man whom they had intended so to ot Tar and Wild Cherry. This celebrated remedy
punish. He argued with them a while, will surely cure Colds. Coughs, Croup, Catarrh,
and then gave them $5 to buy beer. Consumptionand all Bronchial complaiuts.
They were convinced that ho was not bo Common Colds neglected, are the cause of onehalf the d aths. Dou’t wait for sickuess to come,
bad as they had supposed him to be.—
Chicago

l

ss^’fe'nftrjsaa'iK:

$20

>

|
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A. 'JAL
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to

allowed.

Yours

The Conveyance of Steam.

StSrisisr

$72L5?S:

young

Trial.

,

trial is

sold six barrels of cheap vinegar to the
customers who thronged his store. And
though they were all pretty mad, they

ir*nln«ca***outpf
ten. I

grows best

Voltaic Belt Co., Marshall.Mich., will
•end their Electro-Voltaic Belts and other Electric Appliance*on trial lor thirty day* to any
person afflicted with Nerrou* Debility, Lost
Vitality and kindred troubles,guaranteeing
complete restoration of vigor and manhood.
AadreeB as above without delaA
,
N. B.— No risk 1* incurred,aa thirty days

,

nature, it quickly checks all decay. In c&hcs
of dyspepsiait does uot act as a severe cathartic, but give* real strength to the digestive organs, and Urns permanently cures this distressful disease.

is the floWer that

Tha

ton Post.

TRUTH

OIL AND LIKE.

$5

Kidney-Wort

Oblivion
on graves.

quently running away from home. One
jay the mother sharplv reproved him,
and clodbd her words of admonishment
by remarking : “ Only bad little boys
run away from home.” The little fellow pondered over this a moment and
then said : “ Well, mamma, Jesus ran
away when he was a little boy.”-— Z?o/»-

When Dr. Pierce, of Buffalo, N. Y.,

Cedar Rapid*,Iowa.

PURE COD LIYEE

If the bowels are iluggiah and tho liver torpid use

a

_

answered; “Chicago!” Who knows
but that the boy may be right.— J?z.

LAND|

ImfMUimlCo

To One land All.-Areyou auffertafft*®"* •
wicked Cough, l^tld,AathmA, Bronohitla. or any of the rartoua
pulmonary tmublee that ao often end In Omautnptton r
folks go to when they die?” asked a If ao, use 6 Wilbur1* Pure MLlcrr Oil and Um*”* safe
Sunday school teacher of her class, lost and rare remedy. Th^li^i^aaok^^ratlon^hut
Sabbath, in this city. One bright boy,
C^ttM^Soate! ^Bq1^ by alldnieiMU^
who had probably heard his father talk)

the Boy.

Acre*

Fot Bale bribe

“Where do naughty, bad,

change. "

for

IOWA

health.

druggists.

Score One

Otbf
Half HIIUcr

WHBOR’S OOMPOUHD OF

Deathful Diabetes.

Yocsobtown, Ohio, Aug. 0, 1881.
H. H. Warn eh A Co. : Sirs— Your Hafo Diabetes Cure uot only removed the prominent
svmptoms of diabetes With which 1 hod long
suffered, but restoredme to full and perfect
Col. Josiaii Hobbiks.

Somebody’s child Is dying-dyingwith the
flush of hope on his young face, and somubody’s mother thmkiue of the time when that
_______
_______
leu where
no ray of hope
dear face will
he hidden
*
can brightenit— because there was no cure for
couanmption. Header, if the child he your
neighbor’s, take this comforting word to the
mother'sheart before it ia too late. Tell her
that oonaumption ia curable ; that men are living to-day whom the phyaiciauapronounced
incurable, because one lung had hceu almost
destroyedby the disease. Dr. Pierce’s “Golden MedicalDiscovery " has cuiod hundreds;
surpasses cod liver oil, hypophospbites and
other medicinesin curing this disease. Hold by

forme Hr

fA.REEDa SONS’
New

Illustrate)

ORGANS.

CaUlowure, 18M, rent frew

J

SdmUI

CONSUMPTION!

Fot dyspepsia, indigestion, depression of spiraud general debility,in their various forms; tofttkarwith a VALUABLE TRRATIBK on Uil* dtoalso aa a preventiveagainst fever and ague aud MM ‘
other Intermittent fevers,the “ Ferro- Phosphoratod Elixirof CaJiaaya," made by Caswell, Hazard & Co., Now York, and sold by all druggists,
is the best tonic ; and for patientsrecovering
New Book
from fever or other ilckneei'it has no equal
its

ThiTwoman1
of

Uncle Sam's Conditionpowdee prevents

IVIormoniBm

tite,

The revenues of the Federal Governtheir coal may all be landed and used ment from customs and miscellaneom
without cartage, aud thence distributing sources come withiu about $35,000,000 Hogs and Poultryare subject,and should be
the steam to their several works. The of meeting current expenses,including, used By every one owning or haring the care of
•took. Bold by all DruggUW.
difficulty has always been to find a coatof course, payment of .jnterest on the
ing for steam pipes absolutely preventing public debt and paymente on account oi
Que-eioub that the Chinese men should have
the radiationof heat, and, according to pensions. The Governmentrealize* such tong hair. Ladies, if yon would have your,
hair aa long as the Ohineae and aa beautiful as
the Boston Journal of Commerce, such about $135,000,000 from internal taxes,
a boon's, use Carboline. the deodorized petroa covering may how be prepared. It is and with the $100,000,000surplus makes
leum hair renewer and dresser.
made of four parts of coal ashes sifted payments on account of the public debt
There is no need of being imposed on if yon
through a riddle of four meshes to the if the present rate of taxation should
inch, one part calcined plaster, one part continue twelve years, and the country will insiston having the Frazer Brand of Axle
Grease. One greasingwill last two weeks.
of flour, and one part fire clay. Mix meantime be spared the expense and
the ashes .and fire clay together to the disturbance of war, the National debt
thickness of thin mortar, in a mortar would tie actually paid, as the money
trough ; mix the calcined plaster and would be at the disposal of the Governflour together, dry, and add it to the ment to make such payments. This
ashes and clay as you wauttouseit; condition of affairs has led to the sugput it on the pipes in two coats, accord- gestion in some quarters that the Goving to the size of the pipes. For a six- ernment might relinquish this resource
inch pipe put on the first coat about one of internal taxation to the States, and
and one-quarter inches thick ; the second make up any deficiency in revenues that
coat wants to be about half an inch might arise from a tax on tea and coffee,
thick. Afterword finish the outside with which were placed upon the free li&b
hard finish, the sime ae is applied to several years ago. The remissionof the
plastering on a wall
taxes on spirits and tobacco,however! is

tlon, Falhnf and DtopUowaftot*,
and the eon«*qo*o»
Iphud WcftknM*, and Is particularly adapted to th*
Chan** of
_

lifa

II will dlreolre

but this day take home a bottle of Eilert’sExtract of Tar and Wild Cherry, for it may save
the life of a loved one, when delay would be
death. Bold by all Druggist*.

disease, purifies the blood, improves the appegive* a amooth and glowy ooat of hair and
k^ep* the animat in good condition. It onraa

II will our* entirely ttMwoftl fonnof IteatoOote
plates aU ovarke Wonkte, laflaateateaand Uteva

U.A tiAoilottloo
of

womw'i bwru u Ikty throb ond »ete a»4«t ite

aa *arty ateftof dorelopmontTb* tendency to «te
hnaor»th*rel* chock >dviryM»*dQyhy)teMa
UrenovwfaintaMB,fiatukney,(tetrojwafl arwvtet
foratUnnlante,
and reUovo*woaknoM of tho rt
It MfM Boatto*. HredachM, Narrow Frortreltew,
OommI DaUffij, Knfimmm, XHprtene and

ohm

Thai faaUaf af baaitef down, eaatef vata,vtfgM
loolware
naatfr eared tytteas*
It will at all ttmaa and aadorallctrcanitennaaateta
kamooy with tha tarfithat town tho f«nial#«yteMn
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yorthe—redf Pd— yCwplaln>i<d*Mhte—
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LYDIA B. ranamit yzgdtabu cmFOUKD
prepared atm and t» Wartom Avwm.
ImlteM PrtMfL abottlaaforUSanthyM^
tathafam*CpP*, ate* lath* fans arii—metenoripl of prtea, $1 par hM forolUor. PaVtakhM
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nPLNTLEinENWhavcwd Dn. HarteR's Iron Tonic

“
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toaeid* of Iron, PeruvUm
\BarkandPkoiphoruain
Im imlatmbleform, Tha
I

\onhj preparation of irmm
I that trill not blaeken tMo
teeth, so charcterlstlc
of

"

irenprrpanrtions.
my pracUM, and in aniexpertgacaeF
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ty Ives color to ike bloocT,
natural healthful tone to
the digestive organs and

MABUFACTBIEOBY THI DR.

$66

In

. A combination of JVte

twenty-flveyear* In medicine, have never found anythingto give the results that Da. llAitTn’eIron Tonic doe*. In many cawa of Nervous Frostrailon,Female DUeaae*.Dyapepria, and an Im._e
vrondorful
poverished conditionoftlie blood, this peerleaa remedy, boo In my bands, made join
----great and IneomparCases that have baffled some of our most eminentphysicians,have yielded to tblsyi
ablo remedy. I prescribeII In preference to any Iron preparation made. . Intact,

_

hot whisky and rock salt
twice a year they will never catch a Cold. Until somebody has tried this new remedy— stick
to the old reliable Dr. Bull’* Cough Syrup.
take a bath in

will

auuchrouio dyspepsia,! was induced togiva
Dr. Guysott’sYellow Dock and Saraapaniiaa
trial, the very first dose seemed to reach the
right spot I dou’t know what a back-acheor
soar stomach now is."
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not genera^ v ropucA** wi»h favor.

Mb. Samuel Dedron, of Loveland,Ohio,
writes “ I Gunk 1 have cause to be glad. Af-

No.

an.u.
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Woman

This >pao« is rw«md for tke
Chrliit&anTomperanooUnion.
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“People will Driee.’*— If U it in?Uted that men will drink, and no refusal
to license can prevent it, the answer is
We will buy all the Stave and Heading
plain. No law against (heft prevents Bolts yon can make and deliver the year
stealing,bat it is a great gain that when round, viz:
men steal they thereby become violators Oak Stave Bolts, 80 Inches long.

Woodsmen.

,

White Ash Stave

of law and are thus liable to be punished.

men

If

Bolts, 80 inches long.

Elm Slave Bolts, 88

inches long.

will sell, let it be done against any

Black Ash Stave Bolts, 83 inches long.
legal sanction and let them become law Black Ash Heading Bolts 88 inches long.
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
breakers.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
There is a prohibitory law against
For making contracts or further incounterfeiting,but men continue to coun- formationapply to Fixter’s Stave Factory.
terfeitthe coin of the country. Is It
JAS. KONINQ, Bupt.
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~
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SUMMER CLOTHING

SPRING A

.

,

thereforebest to legalize the business?

a law promote honesty T—JEr-

Will such

ft

changt.
fcMO It

MAN
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TRY WILL

Rom, beer and wine

cost this nation

annually the full amount of our present

Boys’ and

NOW

Tonng Men’s SUMMER SUITS.

THE TIME FOR BARGAINS.

IS

oationsl debt, and yet we hear no outcry

from the politiciansabout it. Why?
a voluntary tax which
we suffer, in addition to all our legal
taxes for specific purposes for one thing,

—

Because this cost is

E. J.

and for anotner thing, because the politi-

H

cians are enabled to use these intoxicants largely in maintainingthemselvesin

power.

If they

V

An?—

HARRINGTON,

O L L

IMZICH.

3D,

A. 3sT

want a great hurrah, they

want a

deal out free liquor! If they

bal-

box stuffed or smashed, they distribute

lot

want a

free beer tickets! If they

and

Look out

free

New Advertisement Next Week.

for

whiskey;

fight, they send forth a keg of free

confusion,they are counted in.

in the

Tin Dead Restoredto Lift

Any one desiringto have restored to
their normal or natural condition, those
organs of life whose functions have
become impaired from excessive gluttony,

intemperanceor otherwise, will

find

CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND &PACIFIC

RT

C»ll«theattentionof traveler*to the central position of ite line, conneoting the Eaat and the Weet

TO
Mreat

NERVOUS SUFFERERS.
EaroptinEemedf-Dr.I. B. Simpson's

health, strength and vigor in Brown's Iron

Bitters.

When

the weakness is of an

exhaustive or debilitating nature, it

lifeless feeling and quickly

moves all
awakens

re-

new activity.— iftra&i.

to

A boy walked into an

office

with

a

pocket-book in his band and inquired if
Mr. Blank was

my

“That’s

in.

one

name,’’ replied

of the

gentlemen.
“Well, here’s a wallet with yonr name

Minneapolis and 8u Paul. It connects in Union
Depota with all the principal lines of road between
the Atlantic and the Paoiflo Oceans. IU equipment Is unrivaled and masnifleent,being composed
of Moat Comfortable and Beautiful Day Coachea,
Magnificent Horton BecllningChair Cara, Pullman's Prettiest Palace Sleeping Cars, and the Best
Line of Dining Cars in the World. Three Trains
between Chicago and Misaouri Elver Points. Two
Trains between Chicago and Minneapolisand St.
Paul, via the Famous

l

“ALBERT LEA ROUTE.”

Tickets for sale at all principal Ticket Offices in
United States and Canada.
Baggage chockedthroughand rate* of fare always as low aa competitors that offer loss advan-

in it.”

“Yes.

I lost it this morning. "

He received
stairs, but

it.

and the boy

was balled by the

cer

started

down

call:

as he

all

information,get the Mstpe and Fold-

the

GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,
your nearest Ticket Office, or address
*. R.
E. 8T. JOHN,
0k Vlce-Pre*.k Cen t
Oen'l TkU ft Pas*.Agt
At

“Say, boy, what’s your name?”
“Oh, that’s

era of

detailed

right,” replied the boy

OABLE,
MW

**

ten cents for

my

ory. Fains in
Hack or bide

me

ma used
new clothes

some

soap

sod

a

Living Witnesses.

The hundreds of hearty, and healthy
looking men, women and children, that
have been rescued from beds of pain,
sickness and well nigh death by Parker’s
Ginger Tonic are the best evidences

and

the world of its sterling merit
will find such

What

825.00

_ J

>drltl»nd [

i

lr

1

_

_

bottle.

&

(I.

is

only

seven feet in diameter),which extends
and which,

1,100 yards under the sen,

is promised,will by Easter be fully a
air at the

NAVY

bead of the

charm on the

and the reason is obvious. It

is,

in

fact,

the very healthiestsea breeze, caught just

digestive organs,
removing all dyspeptic symptoms,
snch as tasting the food, Belching,

iron pipe to the boring machine 1,100

Heat in the Stomach, Heartburn,
etc. The only Iron Preparation
that will not blacken the teeth or
give headache. Sold by all Drug-

yards off; there the air escapes in the most

gists at $1.00 a bottle.

below Shakespeare’s

Cliff, and, after com-

pression,conducted thence in a five-inch

in offensiveand even agreeable

lUnew Yonr

manner.

Is also

In

M<L

Lease.

BEWARE

every one’s life when

31—
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energy fails and a miserable feeling comes

Danger

lurks in these symptoms, as they arise

Call

for

butter and eggs,

and see our New Goods.

Mr. H. Werkman

will remain in the

store as heretofore.

HUIZENGA,

M.
B.

Holland, Sept. 22,

WYNHOFF.
1881. 33-0m.

THE FINEST MANUFACTURED

of

Parker's Hair

Balsam

Tonic will restore perfect activity to the

youthfulcolor. IOcU.aiHi$l iltwalalldrefjtdA.

Stomach, Liver and Kidneys, purify the

Has

Popular Everywhere.

France

as in

for

and U the beat preparation
ever Invented for

KANSAS CITY

RESTOR-

All

In
M-M.- M

<

It cure* Itching,Erup-

sale at

A Cincinnati drunkard put

a knife into

pocket without closing the blade, and

He

died believingthat

some enemy bad stabbed him.

It,

will

luxury, Instead

office*In

.

Canada.

'

of a

Holland, Michigan.

I

T. I

<

POTTER.

PERCEVAL LOWELL.

Prat dQen'l Manager, Otn Pau. Agt?
Chicago.
Chicago, 111.

111.

WE

psy the shove rewsrd for sny csje of
Liver Complaint,Dyspepals, Sick Hesdsche,Indigestion. Constipationor Cortivenefswe csnnoi
cure with West’s Vegetsble Liver Pills, when the
directions are strictly complied with. They are

Best Healthand StrengthRestorer Ever Used.
It cures PysnepM*, Rheumatism, J-'leepleswesa,
all diseases of the Stomach, Bowels I-ungs, Liver,
Kidneys, and all Femn'e Comnlaintt.
.
Ifyou are wasting away with Consumptionor
any disease, use the Tonic to-day.- It will surely
help you. Remember I it is Lr superior to Bitten,
Essencesof Ginger aud ether Tonics,as itbiulds
up the system without intoxicating.50c.
lues, at all dealers in drugs. N one genuine without
signature of Hi -cox & Co., N Y. Send lor arcukr
LARGE SAVING IN BUYING THE DOLLAR SIZE.

.

WHISKERS
BROWN

will change the beard to a
~

or

one
applied,and

at discretion.Being In

preparationit Is easily

oft

__

produces a permanent color that wffl

-

not wash

PREPARED BY

R. P. Hill
Sold

w/»

by

A
ill

CO.,

MSHIM, EH.

DsaisriIn Msdldne.

0Wlv^ff^^*tlT* PIW***

-

MICHIGAN

RANKANS.

G.
Holland, Mich.

^ViCl-poRTHE
BLACK

Near Cor. of Monroe Street,

*500 REWABD.

very

pitld

(Hager, Bneha, Maidrake, Htlllliiglaand
many of tne best medicinesknown are hern combined into a medicineof ouch variedand effective
powers,as to make the Greatest Blood Puri her & the

or at No, 13 South Division Street

GRAND RAPIDS,

and Dandruff. As a
it la

CALL AT THE

Store No. 52 Eighth st,

All

Information
about Rate*
taiea of
F,,v' SleepingCar*.
etc . clu'orfu’lv given by

Id Flea

houses in the United States.

dl»-

,Oct. 27,1881

.

f88— 0m.

will

and

_

vaiiaL.

/

never fail to give setj*no>

lion. Sugar Costed. Large boxes, containing 80
Pills, 25 cents. For sale by all Druggists.Beware of counterfeits and imitations. The gecuine
manufactured only by JOHN U. WEST A CO.,
“The Pill Makers.” 181 A 183 W. Madison 8t..
Chicago. Free trial package sent by mall pte-

PARKER’S GINGER TONIC

cured by Thomas’ Eclectrlc Oil.

til

And rotny other Makers: also first-class Pipa
Organs can be seen in this
t
Whereas I purchase for cash, 1 am enabledto
eell Just as cheap, if not cheaper, than the best

find traveling a

the U. S. and

purely Vegetable,

troubles they are uuequaled. Price $1.00.

Broadway,
Buffalo, was for twelve years a sufferer
from rheumatism, and after trying every
known remedy without avail, was entirely

Try

and you

CelebratedLine to

diuretic it cannot be too highly extolled.

Mrs. Barnhart, cor. Pratt and

WILCOX & WHITE,

vicinity.

Depot*.

Tlckcti via thl

food and color to the hair
gland* without staining the
akin. It will increase and
thicken the growth of the
hair, prevent its blanching
aud falling off, and thns

>

V

Union

Through

Ameri-

of Suffering.

connectionsmode

YOUTHFUL COLOR AND
It auppllea the natural

and

Western Cottage Organ,

ING GRAY HAIR TO ITS

>

BROS.,

^<^«>Jhrou«hCar

anti-scorbutic, aperient and

Burdock Blood Bitters combine “in a
condensed form” all its good properties,
for gout, cutaneous disorders aud kidney

also the

DOWLING & PECK.

‘o^^MfS^bclna

desirable,giving the hair m
silken softness which all
admire. It keep* the head
clean, sweet and healthy.

“Burdane"the French name for Bur-

& Co.,

HARDMAN

Jlhla Route haa no auperlorfor Albert
Minneapolisand St. Paul.
UnlverMl-^^^TjS-^^ Nationallyreputed aa
ly conceded
the Grttt
be the best equipped
Railroad In the World
Lift#
all claaaeaofirnvel.

for over twenty yean,

HAIR DRESSING

and comfort— Adwcato.

as popular in

__

been In constant

use by the public

tions

blood, and renew your lease of health

Wm. Knabe

DECKER

AVERT BALDNESS.
te the

World

in the

Celebrated CHICKERING

from diseased organs. Parker’s Ginger

then fell on it.

kept constantly on band.

The highest prices Is paid
and other CountryProduce.

Holland, Mich.

LIFE.

Bm that all Irve BllUra are wade hr Banwa Ciancaa
Co. aad have eroaaedred Unea aod trade work * vrappe*

over them, mistaken for laziness.

his

J7Q FFFQ,

0 U(R A

ARMY & NAVY LINIMENT CO..

Walsh, Agent,

BROWN CHEMICAL CO.
Baltimore,

Yean

FL

requiring a complete tonic; especially Indigestion,Dyspepsia, Intermittent Fevers, Want of Appetite,
Loss of Strength, Lack of Energy,
etc. Enriches the blood, strength-

breathe than the air of any London street,

ca. As an

Profits.”
Our ftock of CROCKERY is large and complete,
and our stock of GROCERIES is constantly being
replenished, kept fresh and fall.

BROWN’S IRON BITTERS arc
a certain core fbr all diseases

boring is far purer and pleasanterto

dock, is

Etc., Etc., which we offer for sale at very low
prices.Uur motto is: “Quick Sales and Etna

PRiNciPAi+iiN&lPiann

ens the muscles, and gives new
life to the nerves. Acts like a

There are times

FURNISHING GOODS,

Notions, Hosiery, Woolen Yarns,

BITTERS

visit

the complete dryness of the rock,

The

miS'

51 Wabash Avenne, Chicago.

•

who

most astonishesthose

mile long.

DRY GOODS,

etc.

REWARD.

have added a completestock of

in almost every com-

of the long and narrow tunnel (it

It

We

WILLIAMS.

R.

We will pay the above reward for any case of
Rheumatism or Neuralgia we cannot cure. It will
relieveany case of Diphtheria or Croup instantly.
Will cure Thrush and Scratches on horsea,and
will remove all pains, soreness or lameness from
Ring bone. Spavin, Splint or Curb, and remove
any unnaturalgrowth of bone or muscles from
man or beast. See circulars. Price one dollar per

in

and secondly,the marvellous ventilation

now

BERDAN, HARRY

Mixnos.

the boring for the British Channel Tunnel
is, first,

CUB.

CO.

Woodward Ave., Detroit,

For Man and Beast.

worth.

munity.

You

_

264

LINIMENT.

IRON

line.”

DETROIT MUSIC

Send for our Catalogue. The fallowinghands
use our instruments:—
Owoesu, Lapeer, Otisvllle,
Price, Specific, $1 per package, or ilx packages Mt. Morris, Chester, flroveland.Capac, Frankford,
for $3. Address all orders to
St. Louis. Carlton, Memphis, New Haven, RichJ. B. 8IMPSUN MEDICINE CO.,
mond, Grand Trunk Junction.Sprlngwella, TubBuffalo,N.Y. cola. Mayville,Big Rapids, Chase. Reed City,
Sold In Holland hr D. R.
51-1t.
Golden TheatreCo., J. M. Rodl, Leader; Denison,
Texas; Whitney Family, Imlay City, Washington,
Flat Rock, etc.,
29-J6w

ARMY

0ft°WH'S

trouble, for there was

M. Huizenga & Co,
EIGHTH STREET.

get full particulara.

only fifty cents in the wallet and
that to buy

Bironx.

and diaeaeea
that lead to
Consunipt'n
Insanity and

CHICAGO.

backed down. “Taiu’t worth your

saying I’m an honest boy and offering

TO

SUCCESSOR

A New and Direct Line, via Beneoa and Kanka- an early
kee, has recently b.-en opened between Richmond, grave. The
Norfoik,Newport News, Chattanooga, Atlanta,AuHneciflcMedl
gusta, Nashville.Louisville,
Lexington, Cincinnati, cine ic being
Indianapolisand Lafayette,and Omaha, Minneapused w itn ^
olis amfSt. Paul and intermediite points.
All Through Fasaengors Travel on Post Express wonderfulsucc ---Pamphelta sent free to ill. Write for them and
Trains.
the

WYNHOFF

B.

SpscilcMeOicine.

on receipt of a 3 cent

atamp.

38-ljr

PATENTS
We continue

to act as Solicitors for Patents.CaveatTrade Marks. Copyrights, etc., for the United States
Canada, Cuba, England, France, Germany, etc. VNe
have bad thirty-five jeon’ experience.
Patentsobtained through us are noticed in the FciENTinc AMERICAN.Thl* large and splendid illustrated weeklypeper.$3.*0ayear,8bowstbe
Progress
of Science, is very interesting,
and has an enormous
circulation. Address MUNN A CO.. Patent Solicitors, Pub’s, of Scientific American. 87 park Row,
New York. Hand book about Patents free-

_

S350&SfSS

i
WEBB'S ECLECTRIC MEDICINE.
It is a poaitiveand effectnalremedy for all Nervous Diseases in every stage of life-youngor old,
male or female. Such aa Impotency,Prostration,
loss of Strength, loas of Vitality,Defective Memory, Impaired Brain Power, and diseases from
which an unnatural waste of life springs, all o
which cannot fall to undermine the whoie system
Every organ is weakened, every power prostrated,
and many forms of disease are generated which,
if not checked, pave the w ay to an early death. It
rejuvenates age and relnvlgorates youth.
Each packagecontainssufficientfortwowceks
treatment. Write for pamphlet, which will be
sent free, with full partlculsrs.
Sold by si Druggists si Woents a package,or
twelv • packagesfor f^.00. Will be sent free by
mail on receipt of money, by a(1drtssing _
WEBB’S ECLECTRIC MEDICINE CO.,
A Cure Guaranteed.^ ^
Buffalo,N.T.
go d in Holland by D. R.
62-4y

„
Maengs.

